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Abstract

The main aim of the work is to elaborate algorithms and structure of data of the intellectual system of decisions mak-
ing, able to provide functioning of the organizational-technical system of technical regulation in building under uncertainty
conditions. The ability of intellectual systems to function under uncertainty conditions of different types is provided by using

methods of indistinct mathematics and organization of a data structure, formed for revealing uncertainty automatically. The

main attention in the article is paid to forming a data structure and algorithm for revealing uncertainty, caused by excessive

information. The material of the research is information, contained in normative documents, according to which the technical

regulation of the Ukrainian building branch is realized. It is especially urgent to reveal conflicts of parameters and rules, con-

nected with reformation of the legislation in a part, related to the technical regulation of the branch. The automatic revelation

of uncertainty that results in a discordance or conflict of parameters and rules, essentially facilitates elaboration of project
documents and realization of expert evaluations at stages of building and exploitation of unique objects. But introduction of

such intellectual systems allows to raise a speed and reliability of the work of other systems of the documents’ circulation under

transformation conditions essentially. The scientific novelty of the work is in using models of indistinct mathematics at formal-

izing norms and rules of the technical regulation in building and elaborating methods of their processing by the intellectual

system ofmaking decisions. The results of the work are demonstrated on the example of determination of a technical regulation

parameter at excessive information, manifested in the presence of more than one normative document with instructions for

determination of one regulation parameter. The probation and adaptation ofnorms and rules are realized in the legislative reg-

ulation of the activity in the Ukrainian building branch under conditions of changes, directed on improving the city-planning
activity according to world standards.

Keywords: building branch, conflict of rules, data processing, organizational-technical system, technical regulation.
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1. Introduction

One of most urgent problems in the branch of technical regulation in building and architec-

ture is the presence of conflicts in instructions and principles ofdetermining calculating regulation
parameters. Such problem appears at transforming the organizational-technical system oftechnical

regulation, connected with the transfer from a prescribing method of standardization to a paramet-
ric one. The accumulation of problems, connected with changes in standardization and regulation
of licensing-conciliatory procedures in building according to world standards, favors [1, 2]:

– the growth of the demand for unique buildings and edifices;
– the change of requirements to influences on the external environment and priorities at

forming the living environment;

– the introduction of changes to some legislative acts;
– the change of the raw material base for building materials;

– the development of designing and building technologies.
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At that different types of uncertainty appear that result in a necessity to create additional

normative documents for explaining an order of actions in a case of uncertainty. Their accumula-

tion complicates the process of technical regulation in whole and may cause conflicts ofparameters
and rules in the building branch.

2. Aim of research

It is modeling of the work of the intellectual system for supporting decisions making, able

to provide functioning of the organizational-technical system of technical regulation under uncer-

tainly conditions, caused by excessive information.

3. Materials and methods of research

The material of the research is information, contained in normative documents, according
to which the technical regulation of the building branch is realized.

The analysis of the modern condition of the organizational-technical scheme of technical

regulation in the Ukrainian building branch has demonstrated that the system of existent norms and

rules ofthis branch contains different types ofuncertainty [2, 3]. Causes of appearing, mathemati-
cal models and methods, which algorithms of the work of supporting systems for decisionsmaking
are based on, may be different and depend on an uncertainty type.

The classification of uncertainty ofnorms and rules for the technical regulation in the build-

ing branch by the type ofexistent information is demonstrated on Fig. 1.

Uncertainty, connected with excessive information is in the absence of instructions for de-

termining some regulation parameters or realization principles of procedures and operations in

different normative documents.

The elaboration ofmethods and algorithms ofthe automatic revelation ofconflict norms and

rules at forming project documents, maintenance of building and exploitation of objects needs a

correspondent understanding, systematization and structurization of documents.

Models and methods of indistinct mathematics are used in the work for solving the problem
of the adequate presentation ofnorms and rules [4, 5].

In the first turn each element of the set ofdocuments, destined for the technical regulation of

a certain direction of the building branch’s activity, is formalized as the vector:

T

Each

coordinate A. (j=l,..., n)
of which

corresponds toone normative document, n - number

Each coordinate Aj(j=1,…, n) ofwhich corresponds to one normative document, n – number

of documents; T – transposition operation.
After that the set of conflict norms and rules, in further subjected to decomposition and

comparison, is taken from the set of formalized documents [3]. But work [3] pays the main attention

to the problem of overcoming uncertainty, connected with rules that have identical conditions and

different conclusions.

This work is devoted to the processing of uncertainty, connected with the presence of pro-

cedures and operations for determining one parameter in more than one normative document. For

realizing the procedure of selection of the set of uncoordinated or conflict norms and rules, the

regulation parameters are given as the vector {B}:
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T

wherem -numberof correspondent parameters.

where m – number of correspondent parameters.
Each element of the vector {B} corresponds to one calculating value or one rule of the tech-

nical regulation.
For realizing fast algorithms for searching for information in the set of documents {A},

according to which {B} parameters are determined, data (1), (2) are structured in Table 1 [6–8].

Each line of Table 1 contains one parameter of the certain direction, each column Aj cor-

responds to the normative document that includes the set of parameters Bi, and symbol «Ú» means

the operation of disjunction – «or».

The systematization of information is realized according to the priority PAjof the determin-

ing rule or calculating method of the parameter Bi in documents Aj, established based on ranging
results [9]:

B
i

−<< <~

i,1 i,a 1 i,a
PA PA PA

or

i,1 i,2 i,a
PA PA PA. > >>~ (3)

If documents have the same priority at that:

−<< =~

i,1 i,a 1 i,a
PA PA PA

or

i,1 i,2 i,a
PA PA PA. =>>~ (4)

Ranging results are subjected to the expert thought.
The information, contained in Table 1 may be represented as the matrix [K], each element

of which is found according to [9]:

1 D B
K (i 1, 2,..., m; j 1, 2,..., n),

0 D 0

→=~ ~
= = =~

→ =~~

j j

i, j

i,

i, j

.(5)

That is:

– «1» – ifthe element Di,jin the matrix D equals B ;

– «0» – if the element Di,j in the matrix D equals null.

The symbol «~» means implication (logic conclusion).
If the normative base, responsible for the technical regulation, is perfect, the matrix [K]:

i
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Fragment ofthe data structure ofthe technical regulation system
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D A1 A1 …
A

n

B1 B1Ú0 B1Ú0 … B1Ú0

B2 B2Ú0 B2Ú0 … B2Ú0

B,

B
m

B Ú0 B
m

Ú0
…

B
m m

Ú0



~ ~ Ú Ú~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~

= =

~ ~ ~ ~~ ~
Ú Ú~ ~~ ~

1. Thesumofelementsof each line of the matrix [K] doesn’t exceed 1:

~~ ~ ~~~

j=i

KK1 0 1 0

K

1,1 1,n

i=l

KK1 0 1 0
m,1 m,n

(6)

Must correspond to conditions [9]:
1. The sum of elements of each line of the matrix [K] doesn’t exceed 1:

(If one of conditions (7)-(9) is not satisfied, the set of normative documentscontains
n

= ≤ =∑ ~a K 1, i 1,2, m . (7)i,j
j 1=

2. The sum of the elements of each column of the matrix [K] doesn’t exceed the number of

the technical regulation parameters m:

m

1)toestablishthepriority ofdocumentsA., according to which theparameterB.isfound;= ≤ =∑ ~b K m, i 1,2, m . (8)в =1'(H.H:В: .B.B.....В ).i, j
i 1=

3. The sum of all elements of the matrix [K] doesn’t exceed the number of the technical

regulation parameters m:

m n

= ≤∑∑ (9)c K m.
i,j

i1 j 1= =

If one of conditions (7)–(9) is not satisfied, the set of normative documents contains

conflicts that may cause problems and mistakes at solving problems of the technical and jurid-
ical type [10, 11].

3. 1. Calculating experiments
One of main indicators of uncertainty, connected with excessive information is breaking

of condition (7). Just this condition indicates the presence of several independent methods of

fixing or calculation of a technical regulation parameter, determined by more than one norma-
tive document. Such situation complicates the work of the system and may cause a conflict of

parameters or rules.

The problem is solved by revealing and excluding excessive information or coordinating
conflict one and provides realization of the algorithm:

1) to establish the priority of documents Aj, according to which the parameter is found;

2) to involve experts, ifdocuments with the same priority are present that is reflected by (4);
3) to reflect the priority of the parameters as the dependence:

B
i

…

i 1 2 j 1 j j 1 r i,j
B f(B,B , B ,B ,B ,B ), ( j i; j 1,2, r ).

- +
= ≠ =

… …

2. To replace determination procedures of the conflict parameter or rule by a reference to

more priority document.
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Fig. 2 demonstrates the example of the ranging documents’ priority refection (PD), deter-

mined in p. 1 by rule (3), and cursors show the determination succession of the technical regulation
parameters and the conflict ofrules for determining the parameter B5and rules in documents, according to which the technical regulation in the building branch is real-

The scheme of revelation of excessive information and solution of conflicts of parameters
and rules in documents, according to which the technical regulation in the building branch is real-

ized, is presented on Fig. 3.

At solving a conflict for determining a parameter, the most priority document is selected.

4. Results

The logic of the system of decisions making that functions at the presence of excessive

information by the described algorithm is presented on the example, reflected on Fig. 2. The last

line of the table doesn’t satisfy condition (7). It means that there is a necessity to correct one of the

normative documents A1or A3. At that it must be understood what corrections must be introduced

in the technical regulation system for determining or calculating the parameter B5A 3 this parameter is determined based on the functional dependence on all 4 other parameters of

It is logical to exclude the parameter B5from the document A1, because in the document

A3this parameter is determined based on the functional dependence on all 4 other parameters of

technical regulation B1, B2, B3and B4, whereas in the document A1this parameter is determined

forcedly. But logical considerations are insufficient in such cases.

The numerical analysis of the technical regulation parameters with a possibility to compare

the correspondent parameters is based on the processed matrix [L]:

~~~ ~ÚÚÚÚ

~ ~~ ~
= =~ ~~ ~

~ ~~ ~ÚÚÚÚ~~~ ~

0, -> Dj j =0, [ i/k

~~~ ~ ~ ~

1) Tj=1,because B^const^

L L (r ) 1 0 (r ) 1 0

L .

L L (r ) 1 0 (r ) 1 0

1,1 1,n 1,1 1,n

m,1 m,n m,1 m,n

(10)

The elements of the matrix [L] are determined as following:

~ → = ~ ~=

~ ~~
= +→ = =~ ~~

~ ~~
≠ =→ = ~~~

~

… …

~

~

i,j i

i,j i, j i,j 1 2 k1 k k 1 r i

i,ji, j

1
,

D const , i 1, 2, m;

L r 1, D f(B,B , B,B ,B ,B ) , j 1, 2, n;
+

.

i k 1,2,r0,D0,
(11)

For the example fromFig. 2, the values r
і,j ,

are:

1) r1,1=1, because B1=const1;
2) r

2,1
=1+1=2, because B2=f(B1);

3) r
5,1=1, because B5=const5;

4) r4,2=1, because B4=const4;
5) r

3,3
=3+1=4, because B3=f(B1, B2, B4);

6) r5,3=4+1=5, because B5=f(B1, B2, B3, B4).
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After the substitution and exclusion from data, excessive as to the parameter B5 with the

priority r
5,1

=1 (r5,1<r5,3) the matrix [L] looks as:

~ ~
~ ~~ ~
~~~ ~
~~~ ~
~~ ′

= = =~ ~
~~~ ~
~~~ ~
~~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~

~ ~

1 0 0
1 0 0

2 0 0
2 0 0

0 0 0
L L ,0 0 4

0 0 4
0 1 0

0 1 0
0 0 5

1 0 5

Especially,formatrix(12)thevector{PB}looksas: (12)

where[ ]′L – corrected matrix, each element ofwhich forms by the principle:

~ →>≠ =−−=~~~′
=~ ~ ~

=→<≠ =−−~~~~
{K

*}(<•"< {K *} m _! <{K *} m , or {K *}, >{K *} 2 >••■ > {K *} m , (18)~

~

and

“PD”.

i, j i,j i,k
i. j

i,j i,k

L
,

L L , j k 1, 2, j 1, j 1, n; i 1, 2, m;
L

,

j1,2,n0,LL,jk 1,2,j1,j1, n;
(13)

Now the matrix [ ]′L
,

in general looks as:

[ ]
~ ~~ ~Ú Ú

′ ′

~ ~~ ~
L L L 0 L 0

L

1,1 1,n 1,1 1,n

′

… …

~~~ ~ ~ ~=

~ ~~ ~
~ ~~ ~Ú Ú

′ ′

~ ~~ ~

=

L L L 0 L 0

.

m,1 m,n m,1 m,n
… …

(14)

Form (14) may be used for determining the global priority of the technical regulation pa-

rameters. For that it is necessary to calculate the sums ofthe lines of the matrix [ ]′L , and to form

the priority vector {PB}:

T

1 2 m
{PB} {PB PB PB }, (15)= ~

where

n

′
= =∑ ~

i i,j
j 1

PB L ( )
=

,
i 1, 2, m . (16)

Especially, for matrix (12) the vector {PB} looks as:

T{PB} {1 2 4 1 5}.= (17)

After forming the vector {PB} and sorting the elements of the matrixes [K] and [ ]′L ,it be-

comes possible to range the technical regulation parameters.
The result of the described transformations is the vector {PB*} and matrixes [K*] and [L*]:

PB * PB * PB *

−1m1 m

{ }
{ }

{ }
{ }

{ }
{ }

PB * PB * PB *
, 1 2 m

<<<~ {}
{ }

K*K * K *

−

−

1m1 m

L*L* L *
,

, { }
{ }

{ }
{ }1m1 m

,

or (18)K*K * K *
> > >~

1 2 m
,

*L*L * L
.

1 2 m

At that functional connections of the “bottom-up” type will not appear in the tables “D”

and “PD”.

After sorting by growth, formulas (17) and (12) look as:

T
{PB*} {1 1 2 4 5}= (19)
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and

~ ~
~ ~
~ ~
~ ~=

~ ~
~ ~
~ ~
~ ~

Suchanalysispreventstheunreasonableshiftofinstructionstomoreprioritydocumentthatmay

1 0 0

0 1 0

L .2 0 0

0 0 4

0 0 5

(20)

It must be noted, that at excluding some conflict technical regulation parameter from one

document, it is necessary to analyze conditions and recommendations, present in less priority one.

Such analysis prevents the unreasonable shift of instructions to more priority document that may

result in losing a content or distinctness of information. At that the correction of both conflict doc-

uments may result in contradictions jut in more priority document.

Just that is why step 5 of the algorithm of the revelation and exclusion of excessive infor-
mation of coordination of conflict one are left for experts at this stage of elaborating the system.

5. Conclusions

1. The use ofmodels and methods of indistinct mathematics at formalizing documents gives
a possibility to improve the work of the organizational-technical system oftechnical regulation at

the expanse of automation oftext information processing.
2. The offered matrix data structure facilitates the procedure of searching for excessive

information in documents on technical regulation in the building branch.

3. The algorithm of revelation and solution of conflicts is grounded on comparison of the

documents’ priority. Just that is why further researches are planned to be devoted to the analysis of

algorithms for searching and sorting text information.
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Abstract

The aim of the work is to introduce clusterization principles in the solution of problems of energy efficiency and eco-
logical safety of the existent building fund. The material of the research is the process of modeling of energetically effective

architecture-building clusters. In this sense it is topical and expedient to elaborate technologies and schemes, able to support

making decisions as to the formation of energetically effective architecture-building clusters. The main attention is paid to

the solution of infrastructure problems of energy saving of the architecture-building branch, connected with the absence of

universal models, distinct algorithms of the formation of energy efficiency clusters and reliable instruments of their activity

optimization. But realization of advantages of energy efficiency clusters is possible only at introducing effective mechanisms

of the formation of a structure, able to provide a result, optimal by an energy efficiency criterion. The work offers a scheme

of the formation process of such structure. The synthesis of models of energetically effective architecture-building clusters

is based on principles of the systemic construction of geometric models and provides the imitative modeling of different de-

velopment scenarios of synthesized clusters. At this stage of the research a function of making decisions as to the real cluster

formation is left for experts. But an algorithm of the synthesis ofmodels provides the formation of a knowledge base that will

be in further a base of an “internal model” ofthe intellectual system of supporting decisions making, elaborated for modeling
cluster structures. The scientific novelty of the work is in the elaboration of theoretical bases of the technology of coordinating

the structure with object properties.
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1. Introduction

The increase of energy efficiency of existent buildings and introduction of arrangements
of energy saving, effective use of fuel-energetic resources, renewable energy sources and al-

ternative fuel types are main priorities of any state. But as opposite to innovative solutions,
introduced in new building or capital reconstruction of buildings, projects on local energy-re-

construction have a partial effect. Element by element energy-reconstruction, thermo-modern-

ization or other arrangements of raising the energy efficiency to integral property complexes,
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placed at a separate territory, provided with autonomous engineer communications and energy

supply, is not rational [1–3].
Such complexes as architecture-building clusters are complicated systems. System proper-

ties of cluster structures determine their additional potential, but often become a cause of inade-

quacy of developed models, for prospective planning and elaboration of a development strategy for

clusters [4, 5].
Just that is why, the elaboration of methods and means of modeling clusters and scientific

substantiation of choosing a structure of energetically effective architecture-building clusters

remain an urgent scientific problem, which solution has an essential economic and scientific

potential [6, 7].

2. Aim of research

The aim of the work is to introduce clusterization principles in the solution of problems
of energy efficiency and ecological safety of the existent building fund by elaborating means and

methods of the synthesis of models ofenergetically effective architecture-building clusters.

3. Research materials and methods

The classic approach to the synthesis (construction) of a model of any system provides the

transfer from setting an “aim” to making “functions” and determining a “structure” that contains

a final set of functional units and relations between them [8].
The material of the research is the process of modeling of energetically effective architec-

ture-building clusters (EABC). An energetically effective architecture-building cluster consists of

target objects and target organizations.

Target objects in this work are considered as complexes ofbuildings and edifices of different

organizations that plan the formation of an energetically effective cluster on the base of the existent

building fund by energy-reconstruction.
Such target objects are complicated systems that usually:
– Consist ofbuildings of different functional destinations;
– Buildings of one functional destination are erected in different times of different building

materials and belong to different construction types;
– Compactly placed at limited territories;
– Function under different conditions.

The aim of clusterization (target function) of such objects is to decrease volumes of con-

sumed energy at the expanse of saving energy resources. The target function may be achieved

by optimizing the distribution of energy resources, thermo-modernization and other energetically
effective arrangements, which realization is provided by different target organizations.

Thus, requirements to the structure ofenergetically effective architecture-building clusters

depend on many factors. Additional conditions and limitations are set at forming a database and

are usually connected with:

– Location at historical zones of cities, which are a historical heritage;
– A schedule of functioning of bureaucratic institutions that influences building works

planning.
Earlier [8, 9] studied methods of forming a database of criteria, system signs, structural and

functional connections between clusterization subjects, and also requirements that must be satis-
fied by energetically effective cluster structures of the building branch [9, 10] described in detail

the process of elaborating mathematical instruments for modeling a cluster structure, optimal by

energy efficiency parameters. This work is devoted to the transfer from the conceptual modeling
to the elaboration of an intellectual system of supporting decisions making as to the formation of

a real cluster structure.

Fig. 1 demonstrates the conceptual scheme of the elaboration of methodological principles
of the introduction of energetically effective clusters’ models in the building branch with a list of

the model and methods, expedient to be used at different elaboration stages. At that the following
abbreviations are accepted: GM – geometrical modeling; EE – expert evaluation; EM – evolution
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modeling; EMM – economic-mathematical modeling; NM – non-distinct models; SA – system

analysis; SD – system dynamics; SC – systemconstruction; ANN – artificial neuron networks.

The algorithm of EABC modeling (Fig. 1) is based on the methods of system geometric

modeling. These methods form by the inductive-reductive scenario as a result of the counter com-

parison of data about subsystems of an object, the system of ideas about a modeling object and

purpose-oriented construction of methods of geometric modeling (GM). The method and set of

operations, used at realizing the algorithm are described in [11, 12].

Then there is offered the system of energetically effective architecture-building clusters’

formation, according to which the cluster structure forms as a result of the criteria selection of

candidates, able to provide the coordinated realization of set functions under given conditions,
from the set.

3.1. Calculating experiments
The system construction (synthesis) and decisions as to organizational clusterization are

offered to be realized based on the system analysis and expert evaluation of results of calculating
experiments with energetically effective architecture-building clusters’ models.

Fig. 2 demonstrates the scheme, according to which the synthesis algorithm ofenergetically
effective architecture-building clusters’ models is elaborated.

According to the scheme on Fig. 2, the synthesis of models is a result ofcomparing a set of

practical problems on the one side and one of their solutions, on the other one. Sets of connections

form as a result ofrealizing certain operations on geometric modeling methods [12].
Each synthesized EABC model undergoes calculating experiments for evaluating its

activity results under different conditions by different scenarios. Calculating experiments are
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realized by scenarios of the inductive destination, elaborated by the principle “from practical

requirements to a geometric model” [12]. Principles are based on including essential properties
of form creation in the structure of the geometric modeling method, used for solving variation

problems.

At this approach clusters’ models are synthesized as a result of the superposition of target

objects and subjects of introduction, based on the criteria selection of introduction subjects, able to

provide the coordinated realization of set functions under given conditions, from the set of target

organizations.
The complex analysis ofa target object, potential of creation of energetically effective clus-

ters on its base, selection of candidates from the set of target organizations, set ofprobable changes
in the external environment and influence degree of system properties on the adaptation mecha-

nism of synthesized clusters, are determined and evaluated by experts.
A decision as to organizational clusterization at this stage is also accepted based on expert

evaluations of parameters of introduction subjects and economic-mathematical modeling results.

But the algorithm of EABC modeling, organization and realization ofcalculating experiments pro-

vide the formation of a knowledge base of the intellectual system of decisions making, elaborated

for modeling cluster structures.

In further the generalized experience of experts is planned to be used for training artificial

neuron networks, able to play the role of experts in such systems.

4. Results

Today such methods as stochastic limit analysis [1] and non-parametric one [2, 3] are widely
used for determining cluster structures, most acceptable for combining. But none of them allows
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to determine a structure, most suitable for realizing the set aim under given conditions, unambigu-

ously. It is connected with a fact that none of them solves the problem of multi-factor optimization
and cannot prognosticate system properties of clusters.

[5, 6] describes properties of the cluster organization and management, but an analysis of

system properties ofclusters, necessary to be taken into account at elaborating models for prospec-

tive planning and development strategy of cluster structures, is absent.

Works [13, 14]:
– Present formalized, generalized and descriptive recommendations as to creation of terri-

torial clusters for providing the competitiveness ofthe regional economy and sustainable regional
development;

– Describe cluster strategies of state-private partnership, criteria and statements of the state

policy of economy clusterization;
– Elaborate conceptual models ofclusters ofrenewable energetics.
But these works don’t present concrete formation aspects and optimization instruments of

cluster structures sufficiently.
The expected practical importance ofresults of this study is in:

1) the use of geometric modeling methods gives a possibility to automate the process of

purpose-oriented synthesis of cluster models;

2) the analysis of results of calculating experiments with synthesized models provides the

scientifically grounded supportof making decisions as to forming real clusters taking into account

peculiarities of target objects and characteristics of clusterization conditions;

3) based on imitation modeling of the system of key parameters of energy efficiency,
there appears a possibility to optimize the use of fuel-energetic resources, renewable energy

sources, alternative fuel types and to manage the flow distribution of combined resources of

a cluster.

5. Conclusions

1. For realizing the conception of creation of the energetically effective, eco-safe, comfort

architecture environment, there has been formed the conceptual scheme ofelaboration of method-

ological principles of introducing models of energetically effective architecture-building clusters.

The elaborated principles may be used at realizing arrangements, directed on reducing thermal

losses ofheat-supplying systems by their optimization at reconstruction.

2. The methodology of introducing models ofcluster structures in the building branch needs

elaborating program means for realizing the purpose-oriented synthesis of models. The work of

the algorithm, elaborated for synthesizing models of energetically effective architecture-building
clusters, is offered to be based on geometric modeling methods.

3. At this stage of the research a function ofmaking decisions as to the real cluster formation

is left for experts. But the algorithm of EABC modeling provides the formation of the knowledge
base that will be in further a base of an “internal model” of the intellectual system of supporting
making decisions with the non-distinct logic.
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Abstract

A method for finding the optimal PID controller settings is proposed, which takes into account all the shortcomings of

the most common engineering methods for finding controller settings. The method is characterized by: simplicity and versa-
tility, which allows determining the optimal controller settings for one iteration; highly accurate identification of the control

object, taking into account its nonlinearity, does not require an active experiment, provides improved dynamic properties

of systems.

Tuning parameters of controllers are found by the proposed method offinding the optimal settings of the controller and the

most common engineering methods for finding the settings ofcontrollers for ACS control objects in the production ofnitric acid. In

addition to the examples given, a number ofcontrol objects with varying degrees ofoscillation and inertia are investigated. A com-

parative analysis ofthe proposed method with the most common engineering methods for finding controller settings for ACS control

objects in the production of nitric acid is performed. The analysis shows that the controller parameters found by the proposed method

significantly improve the dynamic properties ofthe system (the overshoot decreased by 10 times, the regulation time decreased by

about 30 %, the static and dynamic errors decreased by 2–3 times).

Keywords: second order link, controller settings, regulation time, identification algorithm, transient process, delay time.
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1. Introduction

Market globalization is becoming comprehensive and this means that in order to stay in busi-

ness, manufacturing industries need to pay more attention to quality and efficiency issues. In turn, this

focuses on the development ofadvanced control systems so that the processes flow better. In particular,

improved management is the key to improving technology. This provides: improved product quality
ing

production, postponingcostlyupgradestomanagement facilitiesandhighersafetymargins.

minimizing losses, protecting the environment, increasing productivity for installed capacity, increas-

ing production, postponing costly upgrades to management facilities and higher safety margins.
However, in most cases, when changing the characteristics of the object and require recon-

figuration of systems. Such cases include various kinds of switching, changes in the characteristics

of raw materials and materials, incoming changes caused by the variable mode of operation of

objects, the properties of actuators and regulatory bodies, the interdependence of the circuits in

multidimensional systems.
At present, operational personnel do not have methods suitable for industrial conditions

necessary for recalculating controller settings. Under operating conditions, the only way out is

weakening the controller settings, thus achieving a reduction in the mutual influence of the circuits,

ensuring the necessary stability margin under any possible object operation modes. The quality of

the systems is obviously much worse, and the profits are much lower than those achievable with the

settings corresponding to the characteristics of the object.

Many of the quality improvement methods that are proposed by management theory are

practically unsuitable for industrial environments. So the methods associated with increasing the

order of control devices, providing an increase in quality, reduce the region of stability in the pa-

rameter space of the object model.

As a result, we have such a difficult situation (typical statistics for most enterprises):
– 10–90 % ofthe contours are in manual mode;

– 30 % control valves with serious problems;
– 30 % of ACS set up completely wrong;
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– 40 % ofcontours with fluctuations; 30 % unsuitable regulation organization; 85 % non-op-

timal settings;
– 75 % of controllers only increase instability.
The overwhelming majority of ACSs operating in enterprises have enormous untapped po-

tential. This potential can be “raised” at the expense of not technological measures, but at the

expense of increasing the operation efficiency of these systems, optimal tuning, the main ACS

devices, and controllers.

Therefore, today the task is very relevant, the development ofreliable methods for finding
the optimal controller settings, which would significantly improve the ACS quality.

2. Materials and methods

The results obtained in [1, 2] are experimentally confirmed. The object of research is the

production of nitric acid. The subject of research is the elements of the production management

system of nitric acid. The study of ACS control objects and settings PID-controllers are carried

out theoretically using a computer and experimentally; using the theory ofmathematical modeling
and the theory ofoptimal control for the development and study of mathematical models of control

objects and the optimal controller settings; using the methods of mathematical statistics in the pro-

cessing of experimental results. The study ofmathematical models and systems of automatic con-

trol ofcontrol objects in the production ofnitricacid is carried out using modern software: TRACE

MODE 6.08 SCADA-systems, MS Excel 2013 Maple 17, MathCAD 15.

3. Investigation of the method for finding the optimal controller settings
The distributedcontrol system was implemented in the TRACE MODE SCADA system, the

executive modules of which ensured the real-time operation of the system. The system can be used

in the union, consisting of several process ACS located in different sites. Internet channels, industrial

buses, serial interfaces, radio networks and dial-up telephone lines, as well as support for workplaces
of mobile employees (for example, service personnel) working out of the office were used as data

transmission channels. Employees can exchange data via GSM operators through pocket computers,

laptops, the web, or even through a simple cell phone. TRACE MODE also allows to use GSM net-

works and for remote control and data collection of geographically distributed oil production facili-
ties, for example, using GSM modems, it is possible to reach remote field facilities.

A distributed control system for the production of nitric acid ( Fig. 1) has been developed,
which, due to the implementation of the method for finding optimal controller settings (OCS) at the

middle level, has ensured the ACS optimal operation. To ensure optimal ACS operation of distrib-

uted control system, a method for finding an OCS was implemented at an average level [3].
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The main requirements for calculating the settings of the controller are simplicity, re-

liability, versatility, accuracy. The obtained optimal settings of the controller, which are not

subject to further adjustment, should provide the ACS with such properties as accuracy, stability

margin and proper speed. In many cases, known methods of searching for controller settings
do not satisfy such requirements and, despite their simplicity, they have a number of significant
drawbacks, namely:

– finding the MMof the control object and further determining the settings of the controller

by conducting an active experiment on the object itself can lead to loss of quality of the finished

product, damage to raw materials, catalysts, and even to emergencies, including fires, explosions,
emissions ofharmful substances to the environment;

– the control object is described by polynomials, do not take into account their nonlinearity;
– to the formulas for finding the settings of the controllers that do not include optimization

indicators, that is, it is impossible to say in advance what system ofoptimality criteria the transition

process to meet with given controller settings;
– the absence in the design formulas of the quality indicators of the transition process leads

to the fact that in practice it is necessary to manually change the controller settings obtained by
this or that method so that the transition process meets the control standards for a particular tech-

nological process;

– lack of universality of existing methods. The application of a specific method becomes

impossible if its main calculated indicator is missing and is applied only for certain types of con-

trollers and control objects.
Without taking into account these features of the methods, it is impossible to further im-

prove the methods for determining the optimal controller settings for systems and objects of vari-
ous types, and to improve their dynamic properties.

All these drawbacks are taken into account by the proposed method for finding the opti-
mal controller settings [4], which combines two algorithms: an algorithm for identifying model

parameters using global extrema of dynamic characteristics [4] and an algorithm for finding
optimal controller settings using a quadratic optimization function [5, 6]:

– to identify the control objects and further determine the optimal settings of the controller,

a passive experiment is conducted in an open loop, since in this case there is no possibility of taking
the system out of stability;

– non-linearity of the control object is taken into account, depending on the type of the

transition process, by the corresponding equation of the transition function of the second-or-

der link [7]. In this case, the approximation of the transition function of the control object
is performed using the dynamics of the transition process, described by such parameters as

speed, acceleration, acceleration speed, etc., which are derived from the output signal with

respect to time;
– to enter optimization indicators and quality indicators into formulas for finding opti-

mal controller settings, we use the formula ofa quadratic integral criterion, which is unimodal

function for most processes and, as a single numerical value, gives a generalized estimate of

the attenuation rate and the deviation value of the controlled variable. This integral determines

the square of the plane between the task and the transition curve, and also depends on the con-

troller tuning parameters;

– the versatility of this method lies in the fact that the optimal ACS settings are found

for any types of transient processes of control objects and controllers, and there is no such

thing as a calculated indicator in it.

The method is based on the fact that the acceleration curve of the control object is an-

alyzed, its character is determined for approximating the transition function of the system by
a second-order link with a delay time at characteristic points using the nonlinear least squares

method. The equations found in this way are then used to find the optimal controller settings by
quadratic integral criterion. The search for optimal controller settings is to find such controller

parameters for which the quadratic integral criterion (the square of the dynamic error) would be
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minimal. To search for the extremum of the optimization function, let’s use the conjugate gradi-
ent method. The values found in this way will be the optimal controller settings [9, 10].

To illustrate the work, a comparative analysis (Fig. 2–5, b–d) of the proposed method for

finding the optimal controller settings (in the figure under 1) and widely used in engineering prac-

tice of the triangle method (in the figure under 2), Ziegler-Nichols method (Z–N) (in the figure
under 4) and the CHR method (in the figure under 3). The P, PI, and PID controllers of single-circuit
ACS for aperiodic control objects are calculated using the example of the acceleration curves of the

purge column in the production of nitric acid through the channel consumption of nitric acid →

The quality indicators of ACS transients (overshoot σ, regulation time Tc, static Δst and

dynamic J errors), in which the controller settings were calculated using the proposed method for

finding the optimal controller settings, as well as by the triangle method, the Z-N method and the

CHR method are given in comparative Tables 1,2.
From the analysis of the research results (Fig. 2, b–d and Tables 1, 2), it is possible to state

the improvement of the dynamic properties of the system when using the optimal controller set-

tings calculated by the proposed method compared to the most common engineering methods of

searching the controller settings for ACS with aperiodic and oscillatory parameters control objects
(reduction of overshoot by an order of magnitude, regulation time and dynamic error, reduction of

the static system error by 2–3 times).
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Table 1

Comparative table of the ACS operation quality for aperiodic CO
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20

Method for find-

ing controller

settings
Regulation law Control object

Controller settings Regulation quality indicators

Kр Ті Тd σ Δ
st

Тр J

Proposed method P controller Purge column 2.39 ∞ 0.00 17.26 29.52 465.45 148.04

Triangle method

Z – N methods 4.12 ∞ 0.00 52.36 19.52 765.26 130.18

Purge column

Gas reactor

0.24 ∞ 0.00 0.00 80.39 816.34 665.90

CHR methods 1.24 ∞ 0.00 1.31 44.70 202.83 273.18

Proposed method 1.14 ∞ 0.00 45.90 46.72 27.09 13.69
P controller

PI controller
Triangle method

Z – N methods 1.78 ∞ 0.00 83.71 35.93 69.26 17.04

0.57 ∞ 0.00 25.77 63.79 18.33 14.60

Gas reactor

Purge column
CHR methods 0.53 ∞ 0.00 15.47 65.15 18.28 12.97

Proposed method 1.62 187.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 959.79 124.97

Triangle method

Z – N methods 3.71 60.28 0.00 53.47 0.00 895.26 122.30

Purge column

Gas reactor

0.29 135.56 0.00 40.09 0.00 2564.73 247.94

CHR methods 1.44 56.36 0.00 55.50 0.00 1709.88 176.51

Proposed method 0.66 7.57 0.00 0.00 0.00 32.45 5.24
PI controller

PID controller
Triangle method

Z – N methods 1.60 6.24 0.00 37.87 0.00 60.54 5.66

0.68 6.07 0.00 5.66 0.00 24.05 5.01

Gas reactor

Purge column
CHR methods 0.62 5.84 0.00 8.46 0.00 24.53 5.11

Proposed method 3.07 85.01 95.58 0.00 0.00 219.48 73.98

Triangle method

Z – N methods 4.95 27.40 167.68 33.43 0.00 372.91 80.15

Purge column

Gas reactor

0.20 135.56 30.12 39.12 0.00 2805.33 241.60

CHR methods 2.47 27.40 83.84 54.81 0.00 1598.62 129.71

PID controllerProposed method 0.68 5.88 0.89 0.48 0.00 15.78 4.30

Triangle method

Z – N methods 2.14 2.84 3.25 60.73 0.00 30.37 4.62

0.47 6.07 1.35 5.64 0.00 31.55 4.61

Gas reactor

CHR methods 1.07 2.84 1.62 14.14 0.00 23.71 3.48



4. Discussion of the results of an experimental research of the method for finding the optimal
controller settings

As a result, it is found the optimal settings of the PID controllers for the ACS control objects
in the production ofnitric acid using the developed experimental-theoretical method of finding the

optimal settings of the PID controller. Simplicity and versatility allows to determine the optimal
settings for the PID controller in one iteration. The method is characterized by a high accuracy of
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Table 2

Comparative table of the ACS operation quality for oscillatory CO oscillatory

21

Method for finding
controller settings

Regulation law Control object

Controller settings Regulation quality indicators

Kр Ті Тd σ Δst Тр J

Proposed method

Triangle method 0.60 ∞ 0.00 42.74 62.56 81.22 51.60
Nitrogen oxide

absorber

1.01 ∞ 0.00 66.44 49.76 119.00 55.61

Z – N methods 1.76 ∞ 0.00 106.29 36.21 5500.00 760.42

CHR methods 0.53 ∞ 0.00 38.77 65.42 53.08 47.23

P controller

Proposed method

Triangle method 0.61 ∞ 0.00 33.14 62.08 31.33 16.06

1.01 ∞ 0.00 56.43 49.78 57.73 22.97

Purge column

Z – N methods 1.72 ∞ 0.00 87.54 36.79 150.81 33.01

CHR methods 0.52 ∞ 0.00 28.61 65.99 31.57 19.88

Proposed method

Triangle method 0.72 12.60 0.00 24.94 0.00 116.58 11.73

Z – N methods 1.59 13.11 0.00 Unstable process

Nitrogen oxide

absorber

0.30 25.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 102.45 15.46

CHR methods 0.62 12.26 0.00 24.98 0.00 125.07 11.82

PI controller

Proposed method

Triangle method 0.73 7.02 0.00 16.96 0.00 51.79 5.88

0.34 13.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 56.72 8.34

Purge column

Z – N methods 1.55 7.49 0.00 42.97 0.00 180.33 9.69

CHR methods 0.60 7.01 0.00 15.95 0.00 46.83 6.07

Proposed method

Triangle method 0.50 12.60 2.80 1.07 0.00 34.37 8.89
Nitrogen oxide

absorber

0.56 10.82 3.23 2.31 0.00 47.88 8.14

Z – N methods 2.11 5.96 6.66 71.93 0.00 200.23 16.42

CHR methods 1.06 5.96 3.33 38.71 0.00 71.03 8.71

PID controller

Proposed method

Triangle method 0.51 7.02 1.56 1.85 0.00 28.89 4.94

0.64 5.88 1.90 1.99 0.00 26.18 4.37

Purge column
Z – N methods 2.06 3.41 3.62 45.87 0.00 38.54 4.37

CHR methods 1.03 3.41 1.81 26.97 0.00 31.62 4.20



identification of control objects with regard to their nonlinearities, and also does not require an

active experimen: improved dynamic properties of ACS (reduction of overshoot by an order of

magnitude, regulation time and dynamic error, reduction of the static system error by 2–3 times) as

a result of which safer process management.
The developed method of finding the optimal settings of the PID controller can also be

applied when finding the optimal settings of the PID controller for other ACSs, in which control

objects can be identified by a second-order link with a delay.

5. Conclusions

A distributed control system for the production of nitric acid is developed, due to the implemen-
tation in it at an average level of the method of finding OSC, has ensured optimal ACS operation.

A method for finding the optimal PID controller settings is proposed, which takes into account

all the shortcomings of the most common engineering methods for finding controller settings. It is

characterized by: simplicity and versatility, which allows to determine the optimal controller settings
for one iteration;highly accurate identification of the control object, taking into account its nonlinear-

ity, does not require an active experiment, provides improved dynamic properties of systems.
Regulation parameters of controllers are found by the proposed method of finding the op-

timal controller settings and the most common engineering methods for finding the settings of

controllers for ACS of control objects in the production ofnitric acid. In addition to the examples

given, a number of control objects with varying degrees of oscillation and inertia are investigated.
A comparative analysis of the proposed method with the most common engineering methods

for finding controller settings for ACS control objects in the production of nitric acid is performed.
It shows that the controller parameters found by the proposed method significantly improved the

dynamic properties of the system (overshoot decreased by 10 times, regulation time decreased by
about 30 %, static and dynamic errors decreased by 2–3 times).
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Abstract

Morocco's energy system is highly dependent on external energy markets. According to the Ministry Energy, Mines

and Sustainable Development today more than 93 % of energy resources are imported to Morocco. In 2008 the Moroccan

Government has developed a National Energy Strategy, and one of its priority areas is to increase the share ofrenewable tech-

nologies in the country's energy sector. Morocco is rich in solar energy resources. Studies on the assessment of the Morocco’s

solar energy potential indicate, among other benefits, low additional costs when using solar installations compared to losses

associated with the solution of future climate problems and lack of resources. The plan envisages the commissioning of solar

power plants in Ouarzazate, Ain Ben Mathar, Boujdour, Tarfaya and Laayoune by 2020.

The aim of this research is determination of the characteristics of the distribution of Surface Downwelling Shortwave

Radiation in the area of the solar power Boujdour, Tarfaya and Laayoune, located in the Laayoune − Sakia El Hamra region
in 2021−2050. The data from regional climate modeling with high spatial resolution of the CORDEX-Africa project are used

in this research. The RCM modeling is carried out for the region of Africa, in a rectangular coordinate system with a spatial
resolution of ~44 km. Then, from the modeling data, values are highlighted for the territory of Laayoune − Sakia El Hamra

region. Model calculation is performed taking into account the greenhouse gas concentration trajectory of RCP 4.5 calculated

using 11 regional climate models. As a result of the simulation for the period 2021−2050, average monthly values of the Surface

Downwelling Shortwave Radiation "RSDS" (W/m2) are derived, on the basis of which the mean values for the period of time

are calculated. For more detailed information, average monthly total cloud cover values "TC" (%) for the period under study
are calculated.
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Analysis of the change in RSDS in 2021–2050 relative to the recent climatic period is shown that in the Laayoune −
Sakia El Hamra region we can expect an increase or retention of its values. The annual run of the RSDS has one maximum in

June and one minimum in December.

In the future, the distribution of RSDS in the Laayoune − Sakia El Hamra region will have a significant impact on

proximity to the Atlantic Ocean, where an increased amount of total cloud cover significantly reduces the amount of incoming
radiation.

In the location of solar power plants in the near future, the current RSDS values are expected to be maintained, which

creates favorable conditions for the further development of the renewable energy industry in this area and increasing its

productivity.
Keywords: CORDEX-Africa, Surface downwelling shortwave radiation, RCM, solar energy, Morocco.
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1. Introduction

Morocco’s energy system is highly dependent on external energy markets. According to

the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Sustainable Development today more than 93 % of energy is

imported to Morocco. The state purchases coal for its power plants and petroleum products on the

international energy markets. Natural gas is imported from Algeria as compensation for the transit

of Algerian gas through Morocco to the south of Spain. From 14 to 20 % of electricity consumed

annually in Morocco is imported from Spain via the Strait of Gibraltar [1]. Dependence on inter-

national energy markets is a burden on the balance of payments and poses risks to the country’s
energy security. The growing demand for energy increases the pressure on the Moroccan economy,

making the use ofalternative energy sources to become the only way out of the current situation.

In 2008 the Moroccan Government has developed a National Energy Strategy, and one of

its priority areas is to increase the share ofrenewable technologies in the country’s energy sector.

In addition, Morocco launched the renewable energy development program [2], which aims to

achieve a total installed capacity of2000 MW from wind power, 2000 MW from solar energy and

an increase in the capacity of hydropower to 2000 MW by 2020 [3].
Morocco is rich in solar energy resources. Studies on the assessment of the Morocco’s solar

energy potential indicate, among other benefits, low additional costs when using solar installations

compared to losses associated with the solution upcoming future climate problems and lack of

resources. As part ofNational Energy Strategy has been developed Moroccan Solar Plan, the main

strategic objectives ofwhich are [3]:
– diversification of energy supply;
– preservation of environment;

– exploitation of domestic renewable energy resources;

– reduction of energy dependency.
The plan envisages the commissioningofsolarpower plants in Ouarzazate, Ain Ben Mathar,

Boujdour, Tarfaya and Laayoune by 2020 [4].
In [5] presents the results of assessing the solar potential of Morocco in the current climatic

conditions carried out within the framework of the Moroccan Solar Plan. The study used data sets

HelioClim 3, HelioClim 1 (average monthly values for the period 1985−2004), and the average val-

ues ofsolar radiation in the period 1981−2000, on the basis ofwhich the calculation of technical and

economic indicators for the selection and Substantiation of areas for the placement of Photovoltaic

( PV) and Concentrated solar power (CSP) plants on the territory ofMorocco.

Concentrated solar power plants usually use parabolic cylindrical reflectors or special track-

ing mirrors (heliostats) to focus sunlight on a tube or a collector tower, where the heat carrier (liq-
uid or gas) is heated to a very high temperature. Such stations are little dependent on wavelength,
and focus direct radiation incoming in the visible, UV and IR ranges, and on cloudy days they can

use long-wave radiation of the atmosphere and clouds.

Traditional photovoltaic semiconductor materials, based on which electricity is produced
by Photovoltaic power plants, are mainly sensitive to radiation with a wavelength of about 0.4 to
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1.1 μm, which is a shortwave part of the spectrum [6–8]. The conversion of solar energy into

electric energy, with the help of semiconductor solar cells, is currently the most scientifically and

practically developed method.

Regional climate models (RCMs) are the main source of forecasts for possible future climate

changes and allow obtaining information with a high spatial resolution for specific regions [9]. In

the models, the calculation of the radiation balance at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) and on the

underlying surface takes into account the cloud cover, cloud water content, and the size of cloud par-
ticles. The observed differences in the results of model calculations and satellite observations are due

to the fact that in the models the hydrometeors are provided in a suspended state. excessive surface

downwelling shortwave radiation (RSDS) estimates in the calculations of global climate models are

caused by underestimates of cloud water content due to the fact that models of the convective cloud

core are not taken into account [10]. Thus, total cloud cover is a key component affecting the incoming
radiation [11]. Patterns in the change of monthly sum oftotal radiation under actual cloud conditions

are caused mainly by the characteristics of the annual cycle of total radiation and cloud cover [12].
The aim of research is determination of the distribution characteristics of surface down-

welling shortwave radiation in the area of the solar power Boujdour, Tarfaya and Laayoune, located

in the Laayoune − Sakia El Hamra region in 2021–2050.

2. Materials and methods of research

2.1. Description of the investigated area

The Laayoune − Sakia El Hamra region is located in the southern part of Morocco, at a

latitude from 25 to 28 North latitude, in the west it is washed by the Atlantic Ocean, in the east it

borders with Mauritania. The relief in this region is a plain that passes from the accumulative coast-
al lowlands on the Atlantic coast to the elevated basement plains in the east. In the North-Eastern

part of the area penetrate spurs stepped of Draa plateau, much of the territory is covered with sand

and dunes of the Sahara desert. The climate in this area is tropical desert, hot in the interior and

milder on the coast.

On the territory of the Laayoune − Sakia El Hamraregion is one of the richest deposits of

phosphates Bou Craa, which reserves exceed 10 billion tons, deposits of uranium, oil and gas. On

the coast there are port facilities, industrial plants for the enrichment and desalination of phos-
phates. The operation and maintenance of these facilities, as well as the development and construc-

tion ofnew ones, require an uninterrupted supply of electricity.
In rural areas, where there are relatively small distant settlements, the creation of centralized

energy systems is impractical. In such areas, it is necessary to create autonomous power installations of

low power based on the use ofrenewable energy sources. Currently, one of the main tasks of the Moroc-

can Government is solving the problem ofsupplying residents of the Laayoune − Sakia El Hamraregion
with electricity, hot water, heat or cold supply on the basis ofalternative energy sources [13].

The Boujdour, Tarfaya and Laayoune solar power plants are located on the Atlantic coast

and have the following characteristics (Table 1).

The population of the Laayoune − Sakia El Hamra region is 256 152 inhabitants, approxi-
mately 200 000 habitants lives in Laayoune, 41 178 in Boujdour, and 8 027 inhabitants in Tarfaya.
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Table 1

Description ofsites for solar power plants [5]
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Site

Coordinates

Elevation, m Location
Installed capacity,

MW° λ, °

Boujdour 26.10 –14.47 55 4 km to the north of Boujdour 100

φ,

Tarfaya 27.15 –13.20 69 south of the city of Tarfaya 500

Laayoune 27.93 –12.93 7 south of Foum El Oued 500



2. 2. Data and methods

In this study, data from regional climate modeling with high spatial resolution of the COR-

DEX-Africa project [14, 15] are used. The RCM modeling is carried out for the region of Africa, in

a rectangular coordinate system with a spatial resolution of~ 44 km. Then, from the modeling data,
values are highlighted for the territory of Laayoune − Sakia El Hamra region. Model calculation is

performed taking into account the greenhouse gas concentration trajectory of RCP 4.5. 11 climate

models developed in research institutes and meteorological centers around the world are used for

the calculation (Table 2). Further, RCM calculations are performed using an ensemble ofmodels to

increase the success of reproduction of average climatic characteristics. This is due to the fact that

the systematic errors inherent in each model separately are often random in relation to the ensemble

of models and are mutually compensated when averaged by the ensemble [16].

As a result of the simulation for the period 2021-2050, average monthly values of the surface

downwelling shortwave radiation “RSDS” (W/m2) are derived, on the basis of which the mean val-

ues for the period of time are calculated. For more detailed information, average monthly total cloud

cover values “TC” (%) for the period within the study are calculated. The CERES_EBAF-Surface_
Ed4.0 data for the 2005–2015 [17] is used as the base values to estimate the change in the amount

of surface downwelling shortwave radiation.

3. Experimental researches

The results of the RCMs calculations showed that in 2021–2050 average RSDS value

(Fig. 1) in Tarfaya will be 235 W/m2, in Laayoune and Boujdour 242 and 240 W/m2, respectively.
The nature of the distribution of RSDS has a deviation from latitudinal on the Atlantic coast, which

is not surprising, since the amount of incoming radiation is significantly affected by cloudiness. As

noted [18], the increased amount of total cloud cover on the Atlantic coast of Morocco is caused by
the transfer to the continent ofclouds formed above the ocean surface. Above the cold waters of the

Canary Current, which flows near the coast, favorable conditions are created for the condensation

of wet sea air, the formation of fog and low stratus clouds.

Analysis of changes in the incoming RSDS in 2021-2050 relative to the recent climatic

period (Fig. 2), showed that in the Laayoune − Sakia El Hamra region we can expect an increase

or retention of its values. The most interesting is the Atlantic coast, where are located solar power

plants and the main objects ofeconomic activity in the region. In the areas ofpower plants location,
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Regional climate models characteristics
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No. of model Model name The atmospheric general circulation model Data centre

М1 KNMI-ICHEC-EC-EARTH IFS CNRM, France

М2 CanESM2 CanCM4 CCCMA, Canada

М3 CNRM-CM5 ARPEGE CNRM / CERFACS, France

М4 SMHI-ICHEC-EC-EARTH IFS CNRM, France

М5 CSIRO Mark 3.6 Mk3 AGCM CSIRO, Australia

М6 IPSL-CM5A-MR LMDZ IPSL, France

М7 MIROC5 AGCM CCSR AORI/NIES/JAME S&T, Japan

М8 HadGEM2-ES HadGEM2-A Hadley Center, UK

М9 MPI-ESM-LR ECHAM6 MPI, Germany

М10 NorESM1 CAM4-Oslo NCC, Norway

М11 GFDL-ESM2M AM3 GFDL, USA



the models predict the preservation of the number of RSDSs, and when moving deeper into the

region at 70 km, about 10 W/m 2 and more.

The largest increase in RSDS is expected in the areas adjacent to the border with Mauritania

(up to 20 W/m2), but the remote location and sparse population makes these areas unsuitable for

installing solar installations.

The annual run of the RSDS is affected by the course of solar radiation, due to astronomical

factors and the annual run of the total cloud cover. In the extratropical latitudes of the Northern Hemi-

sphere, the annual course of insolation has one maximum in June and one minimum in December

[19]. The amplitude of the seasonal variations of insolation increases with increasing latitude.
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Fig. 2. Average value RSDS (W/m2): a – 2005–2015; b – 2021–2050

Fig. 1. The location of solar power plants (triangles) and the distribution of the RSDS (W/m2)in
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The analysis of the predicted RCM annual run of short-wave radiation is carried out on the

basis ofcalculations ofmonthly average RSDS values in the 24147 model grid node, located 47 km

south ofLaayoune (Fig. 3). As can be seen from the figure, the expected maximum RSDS falls on

the month of June and will be 320 W/m2.

The average monthly total cloud cover calculated by the RCM in the summer months ranges

from 25–27 %, which reduces the amount of incoming radiation.

4. Conclusions

The proximity of the Atlantic Ocean has a significant impact on the distribution of RSDS in

the Laayoune − Sakia El Hamraregion, where an increased amount of total cloud cover significant-

ly reduces the amount of incoming radiation.

In the location of solar power plants in the near future, the current RSDS values are expected
to be maintained, which creates favorable conditions for the further development of the renewable

energy industry in this area and increasing its productivity. The projected increase in RSDS is

expected in the interior of the region, the remote location of which creates additional costs for the

transmission of electricity, which significantly increases its cost and makes these areas less prom-

ising from the point of view ofsolar energy.
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Abstract

The towed underwater system is one of the fixed assets of the study ofwater areas. The effectiveness of its application

depends on the characteristics laid at the design stage. The main task of the towed underwater vehicle (TUV) is the motion

of technological equipment. Therefore, it is important to ensure the specified dynamic properties of the unit and automate the

control of its motion. In the paper the typical forms of the unit are analyzed, the features oftheir control at small depths are set.

TUV control is carried out in conditions of uncertainty. Therefore, the design of an automatic control system (ACS) for

its motion is proposed to be carried out using the appropriate synthesis method – the method ofminimizing local functionals.

The control law contains integral components and, under the constraints of control actions, generates the problem of

integral saturation. To eliminate the integral saturation in the work, the condition integration method is improved. On itsbasis,

the control law and the structure of the controller ofhigh dynamic accuracy ofa second-order nonlinear object are synthesized.

It is the basis for the synthesis of ACS controlled degrees of freedom of the underwater vehicle in conditions of uncertainty.

Usually TUVs contain two degrees ofmobility. Translational motions of the unit are generated by changing its angular
orientation. The paper synthesizes TUV controllers of pitch and roll based on the control law of the second order. Each control

signal ofthe unit can affect both the roll and the pitch ofthe unit, which leads to decrease in the quality of control in general.

To coordinate the work of controllers, a method is proposed, which is based on adjusting the initial conditions ofthe controller

with greater error. On its basis, the automatic control system of the rotational motion of the unit is synthesized. It provides

high dynamic precision control of two-dimensional rotational motion of the unit in uncertainty and is the basis for the ACS

synthesis of its translational motion in space.
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1. Introduction

Towed underwater systems (TUS) are among the most common types of underwater tech-

nology and are widely used for research and development of the oceans [1]. Currently, they are

increasingly being used to carry out research and production work in shallow waters – on rivers and

lakes, in coastal marine waters with depths of 30–50 meters [2].
Typical types ofwork in shallow water are [3–6]:
– hydrological and environmental studies;

– search and documentation ofsunken objects;
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– survey work and mapping of the bottom surface ofnavigable waters;

– underwater archaeological research;
– humanitarian demining of the water area;

– work in the interests of the marine mining industry (search and survey of phyllophora
fields, places of industrial fish and shellfish, etc.).

The main instruments of the unit for performing the above works are photo and video cam-

eras, side-scan sonars, hydroacoustic profilographs, sensors of hydrophysical and hydrochemical
characteristics of water, etc.

The structure of a typical TUS contains a cable winch (CW), which is located on the tugboat
(TB), cable-tug (CT), towed underwater vehicle (TUV) and the launch system (LS). CT root end is

fixed on the CW, CT suspension end is fixed on TUV (Fig. 1) [7].

The features of the TUV use in shallow water include:

– high requirements for TUV mass-dimensional characteristics, due to the use ofsmall TBs;
– high demands on the accuracy of the TUV spatial motion, due to the limitations of the

vertical maneuver due to the small depths ofwater areas.

This makes the actual task of creating TUS for operation in shallow water areas and the

synthesis of high-precision automatic control systems for the spatial motion of their TUVs.

2. Literature review and problem statement

Designing TUS as a maritime mobile object with a high level ofautomation is a well-known

scientific problem [7]. From the standpoint of hydrodynamics and the theory of automatic control,
TUS is an essentially nonlinear object, because it contains elements with concentrated (TB and

TUV) and distributed (CT) parameters. These elements mechanically interact with each other and

work in conditions of uncertainty.
A large number of scientific publications are devoted to research and design of TUS and

their control systems.
The main problems that are solved in them include questions:
– calculation of the forces and moments arising at TUV and CT;

– mathematical modeling of the CT steady-state motion and its dynamics in transient modes;
– stabilization of the TUV motion on individual axes under the influence of external dis-

turbances.

Thus, in [8], the general issues of designing and constructing a two-unit TUS are considered. The

method of simulation modeling explores their dynamics and control methods using the PID controller.

Sea rolling, towing speed and the position of the center ofmass of the unit are taken into account.

The work [9] discusses monitoring and control of the towed force for safe TUV operation,
methods of measuring and monitoring the towed force, and experimental methodology for obtain-

ing the range of the towed force.

TUV hydrodynamic model is studied in [10]. The authors propose a new method of calcu-

lating the ideal towed system based on the calculation of Euler angles and determining the tension

force at the CT end point.
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In work [11], a three-dimensional dynamic model of a typical TUS is investigated during
its operation at a fixed depth of 2.5 m. The features of the control unit in recirculation mode are

established.

A three-dimensional hydrodynamic TUS model and a program for its calculation by vari-

ous numerical methods are presented in [12]. The main advantage of the program is the use of an

implicit method of integrating a system of differential equations, which ensures the stability of

calculations of long-term transients.

The paper [13] is devoted to the comparison ofmathematical models of the TUV CT station-

ary configuration with their experimental studies. A continuous and discrete 2D model ofa station-
ary towing problem in a vertical plane at various towing speeds is considered. The advantages of

using a CT discrete mathematical model are shown.

A new high-performance method for mathematical modeling of CT dynamic modes is de-

scribed in [14]. The method provides high computational efficiency regardless of the degree of

freedom ofthe TUS.

In [15], the TUV control system based on the state and feedback controllers using observers

is investigated. The advantages of controllers based on the concept of observers with a high gain,
compared with the use of controllers with a linear gain Kalman filter are shown.

These publications mainly deal with the study of the CT impact on the steady-state motion

and the TUV dynamics, as well as questions of stabilizing the TUV motion in depth.
The issues ofselecting the TUV hydrodynamic form and the synthesis of automatic control

systems in scientific publications are not sufficiently covered.

3. The aim and objectives of research

The aim of research is analysis of the TUV hydrodynamic forms and the synthesis of a

two-dimensional automatic control system ofthe rotational motion to ensure high dynamic accura-

cy of control of a typical TUV at shallow depths in conditions of uncertainty.
To achieve the goal it is proposed to solve the following objectives:
– perform analysis of the TUV features as a control object;
– improve the method of elimination of integral saturation for the ACS synthesis with lim-

itations ofcontrol signals;
– synthesize the law of control of high dynamic accuracy of a non-linear object of the

second order;
– synthesize controllers of TUV roll and pitch;
– synthesize the ACS with a TUV two-dimensional rotational motion.

4. Research results

4.1. Features ofTUV rotational and translational motions control

The majority of the TUV is a cylindrical body, elongated in the direction ofmotion, with a

streamlined shape with bearing surfaces (wings) and with tail feathers – a system of vertical and

horizontal rudders and stabilizers [2]. For effective work of stabilizers, the center of mass of the

TUV during the design is shifted to the maximum forward, and the tail part is designed from light
materials and lengthened.

Two other hydrodynamic TUV forms, “flying wing” and “frame”, are much less commonly
used. To control the motion of the front armor of the first form, traditional wings are deepened from

the elevons, and the second form is deepened wings and tail rudders.

The towed underwater vehicles used to study the bottom and underwater objects at shallow

depths (up to 50 m) have their own characteristics. Working conditions are characterized by the

commensurability of the hydrodynamic forces arising on the CT with the hydrodynamic forces

on the TUV body. This must be taken into account when designing its bearing surfaces and tail

assembly, as well as their actuating actuators. In addition, due to the small CT length, external dis-

turbances from the rolling of the TB direction are transmitted to the TUV body, which significantly

impairs the quality ofwork of its main devices (sonars, photo and video equipment). This requires
the development of high-precision automatic control systems for TUV depth, roll and pitch.
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“Planer-2” project TUV is considered [16, 17]. Its body has a cylindrical shape with stream-

lined ends and is equipped with bearing surfaces (BS) and tail feathers in the form ofcontrol wings
(CW). BSs are arranged so that the resultant forces that it creates, compensate for the vertical

component of the disturbing force from the CT. CWs are located in the aft part of the TUV, which

makes it possible to create controllable differentiate and roll moments. The control action for the

“Planer-2” project TUV is a vector-row u:

{} = ∈ − ∈−leftright leftright u,uu ; u[1, 1]; u [1, 1],

where uleft – the control signal for the left control wing; u
right

– the control signal of the right
control wing.

At the same time, when uleft=uright, TUV roll is zero and only the TUV depth controlled is

controlled by changing the TUV pitch. The latter, in this case, is guided by a synchronous change
of control actions for the left and right wings. Ifuleft≠uright, then there will be a roll and TUV shift to

the side. Thus, the control ofrotating degrees of freedom (roll and pitch) is the basis for controlling
the translational degrees of freedom (vertical and lateral motion) of the TUV.

For turning each CW, an automated electric drive is used, which is modeled using a first-or-

der intensity setter:

()−

ε ε=

~ 1

sout int ,u T sattheangles ofrotationofthe
left and right CW relative to the

TUV body;К-thescalingfactorofthe

εε>ε ~~
ε = − ε ε =−εε<−ε ~~

ε~

s s

in out s s s

, at ;

u u ; sat( , ) ,at ;

, otherwise;

left,right out(left),out(right) int s
Ku ; T 0,01 s; 0,08; K 15

,

°
α = = ε == −

where uin– the intensity setter input, u – the intensity setter output, the dot indicates the time

derivative; ε – the error signal of the parameters uin and uout; ε
s
– the parameter that determines the

saturation threshold of the error signal ε; Tint– the time constant, which determines the dynamics of

the transition process when the parameter ε leaves the saturation mode; sat(ε, εs) – a function that

implements a nonlinear element with a characteristic of the “saturation” type; α
left,right– respectively,

the angles of rotation of the left and right CW relative to the TUV body; K – the scaling factor of the

control action, since the parameters uleft, right
are dimensionless, then the coefficient K has an angular

dimension; u
out(left), out(right)– the outputs of intensity controls, respectively, for the left and right CWs.

For negative values ofuleft, rightthe angles ofrotation of the left α
left

and right αrightcontrol wings
have positive values, create a pitch on the TUV nose and make it go deeper. Accordingly, at positive
values of the TUV control actions, the pitch will be received at the stern and will float. The choice

of the negative sign of the coefficient K is made taking into account the fact that the final controlled

parameter is the TUV translational motion along the vertical axis of the base coordinate system di-

rected upwards [18]. Therefore, the signs of control actions (with the equality of their absolute values)
correspond to the direction of TUV motion along the vertical axis of the base coordinate system.

Ifuleft>uright, then αleft<αright, in connection with this TUV get a roll on the left side. This, accord-

ingly, will cause it to move to the right, and vice versa, ifuleft<uright, then αleft>αright, in connection with

this, TUV will receive a roll on the starboard. This, accordingly, will cause it to move to the left. Such

motions are explained by the fact that the “lifting force” of the bearing surface is directed downwards.

Automation of TUV rotational motion control is the basis for automating the control of its

translational motion.

out

4. 2. Synthesis of TUV pitch control law

Transients in the CWs are much faster for transients when TUV rotational motion, so let’s

assume that the dynamics of the TUV rotational motion is subject to the second order of differential

equations [16].
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As a control object, TUV is a non-linear object that operates under uncertainty. Therefore,
to synthesize the control law, let’s use a method based on the concept of inverse dynamics together
with minimization of local functionals [19].

When controlling a one-dimensional second-order object, the functional G(u), which is

the normalized energy of the second derivative of the controlled variable, is subject to minimi-

zation [19]:

−~ ~ = ≥~ ~~~ ~~ 2

d g

1
y (y ,t)y(t,u)G(u) , t 0;

2

where y – the controlled variable; yd– the desired value of the controlled variable obtained from the

ACS reference model; yg– specified value of the controlled variable (control problem); u – control

signal (control action); t – time. Dots denote time derivatives.

The control action is obtained by minimizing the functional G(u) using the second order

gradient search method [19]:

∂
+ =−λ λ = >

∂

~~
~ G(u)

u hu ;h, const 0,
u

where h and λ – the parameters of the gradient search.

The partial derivative of the functional G(u) with respect to the variable u is determined

on the basis that the parameter u directly affects only the highest derivative of the controlled

parameter y:

wheree-thecontrolerror,eg-thespecified value of the controlerror;yg-thespecifiedvalueof

∂ ∂
−= −

∂ ∂

G(u) y
yy

~~

ArAr

~~ ~~

d ofthe controlfunctionloop.Thespeedofthe controlloop иmustbesignificantly higherthanthe

u u

Differential control law takes the following form:

~~ ~ ~~ ~~

d
u hu k(y y); >k0;+= σ −

∂~ ~
σ = ~ ~~ ~∂

~~

y
sign ,

u
(1)

where k – the gain in the contour of the control function; sign(∙) – Signum function; σ – a parameter
that ensures the fulfillment of the sign rule [19].

To ensure high dynamic control accuracy, let’s set the reference model in the following form:

=−ζ−~~~2
r g rr

T e Ke 2 T e e;

= − = ζ = =

g r g
e y y; K 1; 1; e 0,

where e – the control error, e
g

– the specified value of the control error; yg– the specified value of

– the time constant of the reference model, K – the gain of the reference

model, ζ
r
– the damping coefficient of the reference model.

Let’s single out from the reference model the highest derivative of the controlled parameter,
which will be the desired acceleration of the controlled variable

~~

dy :

the controlled variable; T
r

2 1
y y e e.

T T

~~~ ~~

d g 2
= + +

r r

The parameter ~~dy is substituted into the control law equation (1).
To select the controller parameters k and h, it is necessary to estimate the time constant

of the control function loop. The speed of the control loop u must be significantly higher than the

speed of the reference model [19]:
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T
r

T
= >>c 1

tourofthecontrolfunction:

u

where Tu– the time constant of the contour of the control function; c – the parameter that deter-

mines the relationship between T
r

and T
u

If it is impossible to estimate the parameter a of the control object, then it is proposed to

Based on the recommendations of [19], let’s construct the differential equation of the con-

tour of the control function:

~= − ζ −

~~α α ∂~ ~
= ζ = ζ = α = ~~~~ ~∂ ~

~~ ~

~~

2

u opt u
T u u 2 T u u;

h y
−

2T ; 2
1

T 1;
,k k u

actionsthatleadtointegralsaturationandadecreaseinthequalityofcontrol.Awell-knownmeth-u u

(2)

where α – a parametercharacterizing the inertia of the control object; ζ – the damping coefficient;
– a control action that delivers the absolute minimum of the functional G(u). The sign of the

parameter α corresponds to the sign of the parameter σ, so it declined and the absolute value of α

remained in the equation.
If it is impossible to estimate the parameter α of the control object, then it is proposed to

adjust the controller as follows. First, set the time constant of the reference model T
r

and the co-

efficient c. On the basis of them by combining expressions with the participation of Tu with (2)
determine the parameter h:

u
opt

−h 2T c.
1

=
r

Further increase the value of the parameter k until the controller will not provide the desired

dynamic characteristics of the ACS.

The control law in the form (1) permits a reduction of the order to u, that is, two orders of

magnitude. Let’s substitute
~~

dy in the control law and integrate it twice and obtain [20]

~~ ~
= σ + +χχ = χ + =−~~~~ ~ ~~

σ ∂~~ ~
= + χ = − >σ = ~ ~~~ ~∂ ~

∫

∫
~~

t

iii 2 g

r 0

t

u k e

2
e

T

k y
e edt C ; e hu; k 0; sign

; dt C; e y y;

i2

r0

1i ,

T u

(3)

where C1,2– the integration constant, their value is usually taken to be zero.

The control law (3) makes it possible to ensure a high dynamic accuracy of controlling a

second-order nonlinear object under uncertainty conditions without using information about deriv-

atives of a controlled quantity.

4. 3. Improvement of the method of eliminating integral saturation and controller syn-

thesis for controlling a second-order object
When controlling real objects, the ACS should take into account the constraints of control

actions that lead to integral saturation and a decrease in the quality of control. A well-known meth-
od for eliminating integral saturation is the integration method according to the condition [21],
which provides for the termination of integration when the control action is out of allowable limits.

After the control action enters the allowable range, the integration will continue from the value that

was before the moment ofentering the saturation.

With a step change in the control task ygor with itsrapid increase, an overshoot is observed,
due to the following. When the ACS is in the saturation zone, the law of control can produce the

value of an unlimited control action
ˆ

u that is much higher than the limit values: >>
ˆ

u 1. For large
k integrators go out of saturation as y approaches yg, that is, for small e . Not having had time to

work out the minimization of the functional G(u), the ACS again enters the saturation zone.
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It is proposed to improve the ACS performance by adjusting the initial integration con-

ditions after the ACS has entered the saturation zone. Let’s adjust the initial condition of the in-

tegrator for the parameter e. The value of the initial condition will be formulated so that when a

controller
ˆ

u drops into the saturation zone, the controller transfers it to the edge ofthis zone. Since

the value of χι depends on e
i ,

and the value of e
i
will be changed artificially, the value of χι obtained

by integration loses its meaning. Therefore, the initial condition of the integrator for the parameter

χ
ι

is set equal to zero. The expression for the initial condition of the parameter e
i
is obtained on the

basis of the control law:

()= − σ − χ
σ

r

iIC iIC

T
ˆ

e sign(u) ke
[sign(e),otherwise,

2 k
χ =

iIC 0, (4)

where χiIC – the initial condition of the integrator for the parameter χιe; := X(e, s, e iIC , t); % = —ej - hu;

At the next iteration of the calculation of the control action, the equation for the control

action as the value of ei will only get the calculated value of eiIC and the resulting value
ˆ

uwill fall

into the vicinity of the saturation limit.

Resetting the integrator of the parameter e
i
to the value of eiICwill allow the ACS to leave

the saturation zone faster and work out the minimization of the functional G(u), thereby improving
the quality of the ACS operation.

The effect ofhigh-frequency switching control is observed when the computer implementa-
tion of the control law (3) with the adjustment of the initial conditions. It is due to the fact that reset-

ting the integrator of the parameter e
i
to the value ofeiIC causes the ACS to operate at the saturation

limit. The amplitude of such a switch can be either imperceptible or reach large values depending
on the parameters of the object, the controller and the integration step. To reduce this effect, it is

proposed to expand the zone
ˆ

u when determining signs of saturation s. In addition, in order to

avoid incorrect values of uin the saturation mode, it is proposed to replace ŝign(u) with sign(e).
The control law, taking into account the constraints of the control action and with the adjust-

ment of the initial conditions of integration, takes the following form:

∈ −~

=~~
∈ −~

=~~
~ ~

=σ+ +χ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~≥~~ ~

~~ ~s; K 1
,

ˆ ˆ

u, at u [ 1, 1];ˆ

u(u)
sign(e), otherwise,

ˆ

false, at u [ K , K ];ˆ

s(u)
true, otherwise;

2
ˆ

u : k e e X( ,s, 0, t);
T

s s

i

r

k
e : X(e, s, e

, t); e hu;
T

σ

=χ = −i iIC i2

T

r

− σ − χ=

σ

∂~> σ =

∂

~~

[K sign(e) ke X( ,s,0, t)r

siIC
e ]

2 k

yk 0; sign
u

;

(5)

where Ks– the coefficient of expansion of the zone of allowable values
ˆ

u; X(∙) – the integrator
model, the integrand is specified as the first argument, the sign of saturation is given as the sec-
ond argument, the initial condition of integration is entered as the third argument, and time is

the fourth argument.
The block diagram ofthe controller built on its basis is shown in Fig. 2.

The “Sat” block in the controller structure (Fig. 2) calculates the parameter s and the limited

control action u, which is applied to the object, based on its unlimited value
ˆ

u.

As a result of improving the method of eliminating integral saturation, a controller of high
dynamic accuracy is obtained by a second-order object, able to work in conditions of uncertainty.
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The controller input receives the difference between the given yg and the actual y values of the

controlled parameter, that is, the control error e. The output is a control action u.

4.4.Synthesis and investigation of the automatic control system of TUV rotational

motion

The synthesis of a multidimensional ACS by the TUV rotational motion provides for con-

troller adjustments of the TUV roll and pitch and the coordination oftheir work.

Based on the results of simulation modeling, the controller parameters of the roll and pitch
are selected (Table 1).

– the output of the pitch controller.

Such a choice of parameters provides high dynamic control accuracy with a sinusoidal con-

trol task and a small overshoot with a step change in the control task. It was possible to reduce the

overshoot due to the adjustment of the initial conditions of integration in the control process. Fig. 3,4
show the ACS simulation results by the TUV pitch with a step change in the control task.

In Fig. 4, 5: ψg– the set value of the pitch, ψ – the actual value of the pitch (controlled quantity).
TUV depth was reduced to 19.5 m at ψ>0 (pitch at the stern) and increased to 20.5 m at ψ<0

(pitch to the bow).

θ
– the output of the roll controller, uIn Table 1: u

ψ
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Fig. 2. Block diagram ofthe controller with the adjustment of the initial conditions

Table 1

Parameters ofroll and pitch controllers

37

Parameter Roll controller Pitch controller

T
r ,

s 0,5 0,5

s 5 5

k, deg–1 1 2

h, s–1 20 20

σ 1 1

K 1,06 1,06

uleft –uθ u

s

ψ

u
right +uθ u

ψ



As it is possible to see, the use of an improved method for eliminating integral saturation (Fig. 4)
provides a reduced overshoot compared to the classical method of integrating the condition (Fig. 3).

Fig. 5, 6 show the results of ACS simulation with the TUV roll with a harmonious change
in the control task and various towing speeds.

In Fig. 5, 6: θg – the given value of the roll, θ – the actual value of the roll (controlled
quantity).
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Fig. 3. ACS simulationresults by the TUV pitch with an algorithmic prohibition of integration at

a towing speed of 1 m/s: a – control task and controlled parameter;
b – control signal and the values of the integrated parameters

Fig. 4. ACS simulation results by TUV pitch with the adjustment of the initial conditions at

a towing speed of 1 m/s: a – control task and controlled parameter;
b – control signal and the values of the integrated parameters

Fig. 5. ACS simulation results by TUV roll at a towing speed of 1 m/s:

a – set and controlled values, b – control actions

Fig. 6. ACS Simulation results by TUV roll at a towing speed of 3 m/s:

a – set and controlled values, b – control actions
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The control task changes in such a way that the ACS enters saturation only at the beginning
of the simulation, when the control error is ofgreat importance. Such parameters of the control task

are selected in order to assess the controller accuracy.

The simulation results show a high dynamic accuracy of the controllers of the TUV angular
orientation at different towing speeds (from 1 to 3 m/s) and various forms of the control task. But

these results were obtained when controllers were working separately from each other.

For automatic control of the TUV multidimensional rotational motion it is necessary to

coordinate the operation of the roll and pitch controllers. First ofall, let’s coordinate the outputs of

the roll uθ and pitch controllers u
ψ

Each control wing can influence both the roll and the pitch of TUV. The main problem with

ψ θ
= −leftu u u ; ψ θ

= +rightu u u .

Each control wing can influence both the roll and the pitch of TUV. The main problem with

the coordination of controlled actions is the saturation of control loops. For example, the control

action uleft or u
right

can get into saturation even if the outputs of the controllers uθ and u
ψ

are within

acceptable limits. This leads to deterioration in the control quality. The sign of saturation can be

formed by the variables uleft and u
right.

But this will not improve the control quality, since the in-

tegrators of all control circuits are reset. This will lead to additional deviations of the controlled

values from their specified values.

To coordinate the controller operation, a method is proposed, which is based on adjusting
the initial conditions of the controller with greater error. Its essence is as follows. First, to deter-

mine the sign ofACS saturation with the TUV angular position s on the basis of the outputs of the

roll and pitch controllers:

~ +>~
=~~~

true, at u u

s(u , u ) ψ θ
1false,otherwise;

θ ψ

false, otherwise.

Let’s note that the qualities uθ and u
ψ

are taken to limit the outputs of the roll and pitch
controllers.

Next, let’s determine how much it is necessary to reduce the output of one of the controllers

in order to derive the ACS from the saturation zone; let’s denote this value by uΔ:

∆ ψ θ
= + −u u u 1.

The main feature that will determine which of the controllers should be reset is the differ-

ence between roll control errors e exceeds

the absolute value of the roll error eθ, then reset the pitch control integrators. If the absolute value

of roll error e
θ

exceeds the absolute value of pitch error e
ψ,

then reset the roll controller integrators.
If the errors are the same, then reset both controllers:

and pitch e
θ

. If the absolute value of the pitch error e
ψψ

~ ∧ ≤~
=~~~

true, at s e e ;
s (e , e ,s) ψ θ

θ ψ θ

false, otherwise;

~ ∧ ≥~
=~~~

true, at s e e ;
s (e , e ,s) ψ θ

ψ ψ θ

false, otherwise;

e = θ − θ
gθ ,

e = ψ − ψ
gψ ,

where s
θ, ψ

– the dump flags of integrators ofroll and pitch controllers, respectively.
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The initial integration conditions after the reset also need to be adjusted to the fact that due

to the output ofwhich is removed from the ACS controllers from the saturation zone:

()ψ ψ ∆ ψ θ
~ − >

~~
= <~~

=

u u ,at e e ;

sign(u ) u u ,at e e ;

.ICψ ψ ψ θ

′

~~ u at e erT=VU'=-^-ψ ψ θ
Initialconditionswillbedeterminedsimilarlyto(4):

~ >

~~
= − <~~

=

u ,at e e ;θ ψ θ

onthebasisoftheproposedmethodforadjustingtheinitialconditionsofthecontrollerwith
u sign(u ) u u ,at e e ;

Let’sperformsimulationofsynthesizedACSofTUVrotationalmotion.Withaharmoni-.ICθ θθ∆ ψ θ

′

~~u ,at e e .
θ ψ θ

If the absolute values of the error control level than ASC is derived by the means of both

controllers. In this case, it is also necessary that the controls uleft and u
right

are within acceptable
limits. For this, the normalization factor k

u

will becalculated:

al motion in conditions of uncertainty. It is the basis for the synthesis of ACS of TUV transitional
~ <~

=~
1,at max u , u 1;)

k
u

left right

~~ ( )max u u
left right, ,

otherwise.

Based on it, the parameters θ

′

u and ′

u are calculated:
ψ

u u
u ; u

′ ′ψ θ

ψ θ
= =

k k
.

u u

Initial conditions will be determined similarly to (4):

( )θ ψ θ ψ θ ψ
= − σ

σ

r

,.iIC ,.IC ,

T
e u ke

.

2 k

The coefficient K
s

of the controllers should be chosen to be slightly less than one, so that

after resetting the control loops that are not immediately saturated.

Thus, the ACS of TUV rotational motion consists of matched controllers of the TUV roll

and pitch. These controllers are synthesized on the basis of the control law (5) and agreed upon

on the basis of the proposed method for adjusting the initial conditions of the controller with

greater error.

Let’s perform simulation of synthesized ACS of TUV rotational motion. With a harmoni-

ous change of the control task, the ACS provides high dynamic control accuracy if it does not fall

within the saturation zone.

Fig. 7 shows the ACS transient processes by TUV rotational motion in conditions of un-

certainty.
The parameters of the control task are chosen so that after the completion of the transition

process, one of the controlled variables starts the transition process on the other controlled quantity.
This made it possible to assess the influence of the control circuits on each other.

As it is possible to see, when operating without coordination, transients for eliminating er-
rors affect other control loops and cause a deterioration in quality (Fig. 7, a, c). And when using the

ACS with the coordination ofcontrol actions based on the proposed method of adjusting the initial

conditions, the quality of control almost does not deteriorate (Fig. 7, b, d).
The synthesized ACS provides high precision control of the TUV two-dimensional rotation-

al motion in conditions of uncertainty. It is the basis for the synthesis of ACS of TUV transitional

motion in space.
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5. Conclusions

1. Based on the analysis of the most common hydrodynamic forms oftowed underwater ve-

hicles, features of controlling them at shallow depths for the synthesis ofautomatic control systems
for their motion have been established.

2. The integration-by-condition method has been improved to eliminate the integral saturation

of the automatic control system by forming the initial integration conditions so that when a control

hits the saturation zone, the reset of the controller integrators will transfer it to the edge of this zone.

3. On the basis of the improved integration-by-condition method and the method of mini-
mizing local functionals, the control law and the structure of the high dynamic precision controller

have been synthesized for a second-order nonlinear object as the theoretical basis for the synthesis
of automatic control systems for underwater vehicle controlled degrees of freedom in conditions

of uncertainty.
4. Roll and pitch controllers of the towed underwater vehicle have been synthesized based

on the second order control law and improved integration-by-condition method as the basis for the

synthesis of a two-dimensional automatic control system of the towed underwater vehicle.

5. The automatic control system for the rotational motion of a towed underwater vehicle

has been synthesized based on synthesized roll and pitch controllers and the proposed method for

matching control circuits, which provides high dynamic accuracy of controlling the two-dimen-

sional rotational motion of a towed underwater vehicle under conditions of uncertainty and is the

basis for the synthesis ofan automatic control system for its translational motion in space.
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Abstract

Self-propelled underwater systems belong to the effective means of marine robotics. The advantages of their use include the

ability to perform underwater work in real time with high quality and without risk to the life of a human operator. At present, the

design of such complexes is not formalized and is carried out separately for each ofthe components – a remotely operated vehicle,

a tether-cable and cable winch, a cargo device and a control and energy device. As a result, the time spent on design increases and

its quality decreases. The system approach to the design of remotely operated complexes ensures that the features of the interac-

tion ofthe components ofthe complex are taken into account when performing its main operating modes. In this paper, the system

interaction between the components of the complex is proposed to take into account in the form of decomposition of “underwater

tasks (mission) – underwater technology of its implementation– underwater work on the selected technology – task for the executive

mechanism of the complex” operations. With this approach, an information base is formed for the formation of a list of mechanisms

ofthe complex, the technical appearance of its components is being formed, which is important for the early design stages. Operative,
creative and engineering phases of the design of the complex are proposed. For each phase, a set of works has been formulated that

cover all the components ofthe complex and use the author's existence equations for these components as a tool for system analysis

oftechnical solutions.

The perspective of the scientific task of the creative phase to create accurate information models of the functioning of the

components of the complex and models to support the adoption of design decisions based on a systematic approach is shown.

The obtained results form the theoretical basis for finding effective technical solutions in the early stages of designing

remotely operated complexes and for automating the design with the assistance of modern applied computer research and de-
sign packages.

Keywords: remotely operated vehicles, system approach, design phase, equation of existence.
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1. Introduction

A significant part of the search, inspection, environmental protection and other underwater

work is traditionally performed with a wide involvement ofremotely operated vehicles (ROV) [1, 2].
Such devices are used, as a rule, from the ship’s carrier, on which the control and energy device

(CED), cargo device (CD), cable winch (CW) with tether cable (TC) are located.

The main advantages of the ROV use in marine practice include performing work under

the control or supervision of a human operator in real time. This ensures the high quality and per-

formance of the ROV underwater mission, eliminates the risk to human life in comparison with

traditional diving technologies [3].
A promising direction in the ROV development is the creation of unmanned remotely op-

erating complexes (ROC) based on them, when they are equipped with CDs to fully automate the

implementation of the underwater mission and is installed on unmanned carrier ships (СS).
The equipment composition of a typical ROC is shown in Fig. 1.
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At present, the design and creation of the ROC and ROV is mainly performed as a unique
research and engineering activity based on the cognitive approach (that is, not formalized). This in-

creases the duration of the design stage of the creation ofsuch equipment and, ultimately, their cost.

A wide variety of ROV applications and the high relevance of the ROC creation stimulate

the development of a generalized methodology for their design as a separate type of marine robot-
ics, based on the achievements of system theory [4].

The main hypothesis of the article is the possibility and expediency of transferring the meth-

odology for the design of the ROVs to the principles ofa systems approach as the theoretical basis

for automating the processes oftheir design in the early stages of development.

2. Literature review and problem statement

Modern methods of ROC design cover almost the full range of issues related to the creation

of their main componentROVs themselves, their tether cables and control and energy device.

The first scientific papers on this issue were published in the 80s of the last century and quite
fundamentally formulated the design tasks of that period and the first technical solutions regarding
the ROV and TC as unique oceanographic equipment [5–7].

In further studies, scientists focused on the development and improvement of ROV indi-

vidual components (engines with electric and hydraulic drives [8], navigation and control systems

[9, 10], buoyancy materials [11]), as well as on the creation of attachments and tools for the remote

performance of underwater operations [12, 13].
Over the past 10 years, the ROV design has been further developed in the following areas:

– improvement of their manual and automated control systems;

– development of methods for creating cheap ROVs, including for shallow water;

– creation of training ROVs.

For example, in [14], a modular approach to the creation ofhardware and software controls

for ROV based on the open source platform Visor3 is described. This shortens the development
time of the ROV software control systems and simplifies the implementation of their diagnostics
and repair modes. The work [15] describes the use of the built-in operating system μC/OS-II, which

software gateway ensures the operation and stability of work in real time. The work [16] presents
the constructions of controllers used to control the ROV depth control system, which involves the

use of elements of artificial intelligence – a fuzzy logic controller SIFLC, an adaptive neuro-fuzzy
inference system ANFIS), a controller of fuzzy logic Mamdani and a traditional controller based on

the PID controller. The work [17] is devoted to the development of underwater video surveillance

systems with the service function of scaling an underwater object.
Recently, in connection with the intensification of underwater operations in shallow water

(depths of up to 50–100 meters), there has been a tendency to create cheap ROV, which had high

operational properties, in particular, in terms of automation ofcontrol and information processing.
For example, in [18], an easy-to-use, portable, safe, and reliable ROV is developed that is capable
of performing scientific research under the guidance of students. University Teknologi Malaysia
scientists have developed and built low cost ROV based on the use of cheap materials (polyvinyl
chloride, etc.) [19]. In [20], the mechanical design, propulsion properties, electrical systems, as well

as the software architecture of the graphical user interface for creating a shallow-purpose ROV are
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explained in detail. The work [21] is devoted to the design and development of low-cost miniature

ROV for work at shallow depths with complex trajectories ofmovement.

In [22], a prototype ROV with three degrees of freedom is developed and tested, which is

connected to the fuel and energy complex by unshielded twisted pairs of conductors, where a mi-

crocontroller is used to transfer data between the joystick and the ROV.

In addition to these areas, scientists are working on issues of an integrated approach to the

ROV creation.

Thus, in [23], designs of naval ROV, which provide reliable visual information for the ob-

servation and maintenance of ship hulls and underwater structures of Columbia port equipment,
are presented. The design is presented as a complex of four main subsystems: mechanical naval,

computer hardware and software, navigation and control. The most responsible design solutions are

evaluated taking into account environmental conditions, size limitations, hydrostatics, hydrody-
namics, degrees of freedom, the availability of instruments and control equipment. The CAD-CAE

and CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) computing tools are used as design and research tools.

Significant results are obtained in the direction of the practical creation and application of

the ROV. For example, in [24], the design and creation of the ROV Ariana-I created at the Univer-
sity of Shiraz (IR Iran) is described. This system is equipped with sensors of rotation, pitch, roll

and depth, which provide a sufficient number of feedback signals, giving the system six degrees
of freedom. The video system is based on the Ethernet equipment, the control and feedback of the

sensors are transmitted via the RS485 bus, and the video signal, the signaling ofwater flow and the

battery charging wire on one multicore cable.

Research [25, 26] focuses on the ROV development, which use experimental data trans-

mission systems through the acoustic channel, inertial sensors, numerical simulation in Matlab

(Simulink), etc.

Research [27] presents the concept of the ROV design for the inspection of underwater oil

and gas fields, in which the control ofspatial motion is performed using vectorized propellers.

Important ROV variants are created for the inspection ofunderwater pipelines [28], for re-

mote investigation of the underwater environment with the transmission of information via cable

to the coast station [29].
A number ofROVs are designed and created for educational tasks, in particular, for prepar-

ing students of colleges and universities [30–33].
The most thorough studies in the areas of the ROV design and their control systems in

recent years have been performed in [34–36]. Thus, the work [34] presents the ROV development
and construction, which differ conceptually depending on their application – micro, mini, light,
heavy classes of ROV, etc. The paper [35] addresses the issues of ROV and ROC classification,
while the paper [36] proposes the concept of representing the ROC as a maritime object with

flexible connections.

These and other scientific work in the direction of the ROC design are associated with the

research of their individual components – ROV, TC, control systems and the like. However, the

issue of creating a unified methodology for the ROC design in the composition of the ROV, TC,
CW, CD and CED as a marine complex, designed to function as a single system, is not covered in

modern scientific literature. The urgency for the maritime practice of creating such complexes is

due to the need to perform a wide range ofunderwater missions in automatic mode, including from

the unmanned CS.

The creation of such complexes is a complex applied scientific task; therefore, their design
should be carried out on the basis of a system approach.

The aim of research is development of a generalized ROC design methodology based on

a systematic approach as a theoretical basis for finding technical solutions in the early stages of

their design.
To achieve the aim it is proposed to solve the following tasks:

– to establish the features of the application of a systematic approach to the ROC design;
– to develop the substantive part of the design procedure for ROC, which implements the

principles of the system approach.
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3. The results of the development of a generalized methodology for the ROC design
3.1. Features of the application of a systematic approach to the ROC design
The essence of the system approach S to design a modern high-tech and market competitive

product is considering the functioning of the components of the product, taking into account their

interaction [37]. Such interaction between the ROC components (Fig. 1) should be analyzed in the

following sequence of operations:
– underwater tasks UZ, which should accomplish the ROC;
– underwater technology UT, which should be implemented by the ROC to perform the task UZ;
– a lot of underwaterwork UJ, which must be performed using this technology UT;
– a lot of tasks UVfor YROC actuators that implement theUJThus, there is the following sequence of operations of the designer-systems engineering for

Thus, there is the following sequence of operations of the designer-systems engineering for

the ROC design:

S=UZ→UT→UJ→UF nisms andcanbeusedtoformthetechnicalappearanceoffutureROC components -ROV, CW,

The set of tasks UFforms the information base for the formation of a list of YROCmecha-
nisms and can be used to form the technical appearance of future ROC components – ROV, CW,
CD, CED, as well as to form requirements for the TC operational properties.

The ROC design based on the principles of a systematic approach (analysis of the func-

tioning of the ROC components, taking into account their interaction and taking into account the

influence of the environment) can be represented by the following phases:
– formulation of the main factors of its future application XP(production phase, the final

product of which is the development of technical requirements (technical specifications) G to the

future of the product;
– product design (creative phase, the end result of which PP is the overall structure and

composition of product K, its previous material M, energy E, informational I and operational J

characteristics) [38];
– technical design of the product CP(the engineering phase, the end result of which is the

technical design – a set of drawings and other technical documentation, in general, meet the tech-

nical requirements G).

Thus, in the general case, from the standpoint of a systematic approach to the design of a

modern high-tech and market competitive product, it is possible to present a variety of basic oper-

ations:

S={XP; PP; CP}|G. (2)

Let’s consider these design phases in more detail.

3. 2. Development of the content part of the ROC design methodology
In the case ofROC creation as a whole market product, the components of a systematic ap-

proach can be formulated as follows.

Theformulation ofthe main factorsofthe ROC use XP(production phase – external design):
– definition and preliminary analysis of information about the basic underwater task

А={A1,…AN}, which should be carried out by the ROC;
– determination of the characteristics of the aquatic environment Z, in which the ROC

should work (characteristics of the working area (depth H, wind VV
~

and wave WV
~

disturbances,

diagrams of the underwater flow TV ,
~

hydrophysical HFXand hydrochemical HCX characteristics

of the aquatic environment, etc.).
Thus, the staged phase of the ROC creation can be described by the following sets of

design works:

XP={А; Z}; (3)
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А={A1,…AN}; (4)

{ }TwhereN-thenumberofbasicunderwater tasks for the created ROC.,V W HF HC
V VVXXZH=
~ ~ ~

(5)

where N – the number ofbasic underwater tasks for the created ROC.

ROC design PP(creative phase – internal design):
– definition and analysis ofdesign constraints on the created ROC ОROC – mass-dimensional

ОM, energy ОE, information ОI, operational ОJ, cost ОEk;
– determinationofpreliminary informationon the structure and composition ofKROC equip-

ment ofROC components (underwater vehicle KROV, cable KTC, cable winch KCW, cargo device KCD
and control and energy device KCED), which are necessary for underwater tasks A;

– substantiation of the ROV architectural-constructive type QROVas the central task of the

creative phase – the hydrodynamic type of the ROV case, the arrangement of the propulsive-steer-
ing devices and the external replaceable tool, etc.;

– development of virtual 3D-models of VM ROC components (VMROV, VMTC,VMCWtion K) to verify compliance with the requirements of value constraints 0 Ek ;

VMCEDта VMCD);
– development of mathematical models MM as an instrumental basis for the ROC analysis –

models of ROC operation in quasi-stationary and dynamic modes MMF, necessary to verify the

compliance of the complex being created with the technical requirements G, and economic-mathe-

matical models MME(models of the cost of creating ROC with a certain structure and composi-
tion K) to verify compliance with the requirements ofvalue constraints ОEk;

– a preliminary analysis of the possibility ofROC creation according to specified technical

requirements G on the basis of solving the equations of the ROC existence RROC[38] This analysis
is performed by compiling and solving the equations of the material characteristics of the ROC

components RM (ROC mass and volume balance equations, etc.), the energy balance equations of

the ROC components RE, the equations of their information supportRI, and the equations providing
the ROC performance characteristics RJ; the numerical values of these equations are formed using
data on the characteristics of the ROC components contained in the database DB of previously cre-

ated ROV, TC, CW, CD and CED, as well as market-accessible nodes and systems of the specified
equipment;

– in the case of a positive result of the preliminary analysis, the database of the component

parts DBKand the construction materials DBMfor the ROC components are generated, based on

information from the DB;
– in the case of a negative result of the preliminary analysis, a search is made for solutions

to adjust the structure and/or replace equipment K of ROC components or an order is created for

designing and creating new equipment.
Thus, the implementation of a systems approach in the ROC design provides for the imple-

mentation of the following set of design works (creative phase):

PP={ОROC; K; QROV; VM; ММ; RROC; (М; Е; І; J)|DB}; (6)

О
ROC ={ОM; ОE; ОI; ОJ; ОEk}; (7)

KROC={KROV; KTC; KCW; KCED; KCD}; (8)

VM={VMROV; VMTC; VMCW; VMCED; VMCD}; (9)

{}EF GEO MM MM ; MM ;= (10)

RROC={RM; RE; RI; RJ}|G ; (11)

M={MROV; MTC; MCW; MCED; MCD}|DB; (12)
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E={EROV; ETC; ECW; ECED; ECD}|DB; (13)

I={IROV; ITC; ICW; ICED; ICD}|DB; (14)

J={JROV; JTC; JCW; JCED; JCD}|DB. (15)

Obviously, a promising scientific task of the creative phase is the automation of the ROC

design processes based on the creation ofaccurate information models of their operation in speci-
fied modes A and models to support the adoption of design decisions based on a systems approach.

ROC technical design CP(engineering phase – internal design):
– execution of design calculations BROC, confirming the performance and reliability of the

ROC components, confirming compliance with the technical requirements ofG to it and the imple-
mentation of design constraints О

ROC
on its creation;

– development of project documentation (drawings) DROC, necessary for the manufacture of

new components and systems for ROC components;

– development of documentation DMand DKfor the purchase, respectively, of materials and

ROC components and systems, which are included in the project from the databases DBМ and DBK;
– development of documentation on the preliminary feasibility study for the ROC cre-

ation dteo.
Thus, the implementation of a systems approach in the ROC technical design provides for

the implementation of the following set ofdesign and engineering works (engineering phase):

CP={BROC; DROC; DBМ; DBK; DТЕО}; (16)

{ }
ROC ROC

ROV TC TW CED CD G,O
B B ; B ; B ; B ; B ;= (17)

DROC={DROV; DTC; DCW; DCED; DCD}|BD; (18)

DМ={DMROV; DMTC; DMCW; DMCED; DMCD}|BD; (19)

DK={DKROV; DKTC; DKCW; DKCED; DKCD}|BD; (20)

The relation (1)–(20) form the basis of the methodology ofROC design based on the system

approach methodology. The formed list of design works of the production phase and design and

construction phases of the ROC can be easily formalized by mathematical and computer modeling
methods, makes it possible to involve modern CAD/CAM/CAE software packages in design, and

CFD packages to study their operation.

4. Discussion ofthe generalized methodology for ROC design
ROCs form a large class ofunderwater robotics facilities. The significant advantages oftheir

use include the ability to remotely perform underwater work in real time and without risk to the life

of a human operator. Modern methods of designing such complexes are poorly systematized and

relate to the design oftheir individual components – remotely operated vehicles, their tether cables

and control systems. This increases the duration of the design work and reduces their quality.
Unmanned technologies for the implementation of underwater work require a systematic

approach to the process of ROC design, which involves taking into account the peculiarities of the

interaction of the components of the complex when performing its main operating modes. This al-

lows to create complexes, the individual components ofwhich are designed from a unified position
of system engineers and most fully correspond to the ROC underwater missions.

It is proposed to implement a systematic approach to the ROC design in the form of de-

composition of the offshore operation as “underwater tasks (mission) – underwater technology
of its implementation – underwater work using the selected technology – a task for the executive

mechanism of the complex” chain. This creates an information base for the formation of the list of
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executive mechanisms of the complex and forms the technical appearance of its components in the

early stages of design.
The proposed production, creative, and engineering phases of the ROC design allow to

clearly formulate the set ofworks that cover the design of all components of the complex. An im-

portant component of the creative design phase is the use of the developed system of existence of

equations of the existence of the system, which allow to systematically evaluate design solutions

for material, energy, information and operational characteristics. This allows already in the early

stages ofdesign to establish the possibility of ROC creation with specified characteristics.

Obtained for each phase of the set of design works include, in particular, the develop-
ment of mathematical and virtual 3D-models of the ROC components. This allows to further

transfer the design of such complexes on a fully computer technology using modern applica-
tion software packages.

5. Conclusions

Modern approaches to the ROC and ROV design cover the study oftheir individual compo-

nents – ROV, TC and control systems. Approaches to the design of these components as elements

of a single automatic underwater complex are not covered in the literature.

The expediency is shown and features of application of the system approach to the un-

manned ROC design are established. A system interaction between the components of the com-

plex has been proposed to take into account both the decomposition of “underwater tasks (mis-
sion) – underwater technology of its implementation – underwater work according to the chosen

technology – the task for the executive mechanism ofthe complex” operations.
It is proposed to perform the ROC design as a sequential implementation of the staging,

creative and engineering phases. For each phase, a number ofpapers were formulated that cover all

the components of the complex (ROV, TC, CW, CD and CED) and use the existence equations for

these components as a tool for system analysis of technical solutions.

A promising scientific task of the creative phase is the automation of the ROC design pro-

cesses based on the creation of accurate information models of their operation in specified modes

A and models to support the adoption of design decisions based on a systems approach.
The obtained results form the theoretical basis for finding effective technical solutions in the

early stages of ROC design and for automating the design with the involvement of modern applied
CAD/CAM/CAE applications and CFD packages.
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Abstract

It is shown that when modeling the processes of forging and stamping, it is necessary to take into account not only the

hardening of the material, but also softening, which occurs during hot processing. Otherwise, the power parameters of the

deformation processes are precisely determined, which leads to the choice of more powerful equipment. Softening accounting

(processes of stress relaxation) will allow to accurately determine the stress and strain state (SSS) of the workpiece, as well

as the power parameters of the processes of deformation. This will expand the technological capabilities of these processes.

Existing commercial software systems for modeling hot plastic deformations based on the finite element method (FEM) do not

allow this. This is due to the absence in these software products of the communication model of the component deformation

rates and stresses, which would take into account stress relaxation. As a result, on the basis of the Maxwell visco-elastic model,

a relationship is established between deformation rates and stresses. The developed model allows to take into account the metal

softening during a pause after hot deformation. The resulting mathematical model is tested by experiment on different steels

at different temperatures of deformation. The process of steels softening is determined using plastometers. It is established

experimentally that the model developed by 89...93 % describes the rheology of the metal during hot deformation. The rela-
tionship between the components of the deformation rates and stresses is established, which allows to obtain a direct numerical

solution ofplastic deformation problems without FED iterative procedures, taking into account the real properties of the metal

during deformation. As a result, the number of iterations and calculations has significantly decreased.

Keywords: hot deformation, hardening, softening, stress relaxation, FEM, hardening curve, pause, energy-power parame-

ters, forging and stamping.
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1. Introduction

In the FEM study of the hot stamping and forging operations, difficulties arise due to the

nonlinearity of the properties of the material during high-temperature deformation [1,2]. The main
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idea of the existing methods for taking into account the nonlinearity of these properties is solving
the problem in an elastic formulation and use additional iterations (successive approximations) to

switch to the plastic properties of a deformable metal [3]. As a result, the total computation time

increases, which makes the FEM method less efficient compared to other numerical methods [4].
A more complete account of the mechanical characteristics of the deformable metal is one of the

most important reserves of intensification and increasing the efficiency of modeling forging and

stamping operations [5].
In the process of hot deformation, the metal is strengthened, at the same time dynamic

processes ofreturn, polonium saturation and recrystallization occur, leading to relaxation ofstress-
es (softening) in the material at forging and stamping temperatures [6]. Accounting for the phe-
nomenon of thermal softening of metals and alloys allows to improve the technical and economic

indicators of the production of metal products produced by hot deformation [7]. Practice shows

that during hot deformation with pauses, it is possible to carry out operations with lower energy

consumption for deformation [8]. Therefore, the establishment of a valid metal rheology, which is

strengthened and rooted out during hot deformation to establish a stress-strain state is an import-
ant task in mechanical engineering [9]. The aim of the work is to develop a mathematical model

that would repeat the rheology of the material during the implementation of forging and stamping

operations, which will improve the accuracy of FEM and power parameters determination when

forging large-sized forgings.
To achieve the aim, the following objectives are set:

– establish an analytical model of stress relaxation in the alloy during hot deformation;
– check the installed model with the actual behavior of the metal during the implementation

of hot deformation.

2. Establishment of an analytical model of stress relaxation

When solving FEM problems, it is advisable to establish and set a real relationship between

deformation rates { }ε~ and stresses when varying temperature and rate regimes during hot defor-

mation, when viscosity appears in the alloy [10]. This ratio is necessary for setting the plasticity
matrix [K] for the FE modeling and determination of stress components [11]

{a} = [D]{e}. (1)D .σ = ⋅ ε~ (1)

The main difference between irreversible (viscous) deformations and plastic solids is that

the latter depend on the deformation rate, especially at elevated temperatures [12]. The alloy has a

viscosity when the deformation rate affects the stress σ=σ(έ). The viscosity of the metal is mani-

fested in the fact that after deformation the internal stresses change with time. For the operations of

forging and stamping, when the material is rotated with hardening, the Maxwell relaxing model is

an exact model that takes into account the rheology.
The deformation degree, according to this model, consists of elastic eε and viscous ν

ε

components.

e ν
ε = ε + ε (2).

Differentiating expression (2), let’s obtain:

dε
νe

dt
~ ~ ~

= = +ε ε εxx xx xx ; (3)

( ) ()xx xx
e

ε
= = =ε

~ e

dd
d E dt

σ σ

xx ;
dt dt E

(4)

dε σ
= =ε

ν
~ (5)

ν

xxν

.

xx

dt
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So

xx xx
d 1 d

,dt E dt

ε σ σ
= +

ν
(6)

where ν – dynamic viscosity, MPa×s; E – Young modulus, MPa.

Accounting for the stresses σ(0) at the time t=0 and fixed deformation
~ ~ε

=~ ~
~ ~

d

dt
0 of equa-

tion (6) takes the form

1 dσ σ
+ =

ν

0,xx xx

E dt

from where

,T
−~ ~σ = σ ~ ~(0)exp t

where T – the pause time, s.

T ν
= (7),E

represents the time for which the initial stress decreases by a factor of e 2,718.=
Thus, it can be assumed that Maxwell’s environment takes into account the real behavior

of the metal during high-temperature plastic deformation (hardening, as well as softening). The

minimization provides a reduction in the resistance to deformation (in this case, by an exponential

dependence) with constant deformation [13].
After introducing the notation T (7), let’s rewrite Eq. (6)

xx xx
d d

E
εσ σ

+ = ⋅ (8)
dt T dt

.

Regarding σ
xx, expression (8) under the initial condition, when the time t=0 and 0

xx xx
=σ σ

has the form

dt .e e
dt

−
~ ~ε~ ~t

t t 0
T T

xx xx

d
)( ) (⋅ ⋅⋅ +σ σ~ ~

~~~ ~
∫= ⋅ E
0

If 0

xx
0=σ and the body also deforms at a constant rate, then the stresses change in time

according to the law

( )t

T( )1.e−= ⋅ε⋅ −σE
xx

In real deformation processes, the rate is not constant [14]; therefore, to solve equation (8),
let’s define a function of the deformation degree. This function must be growing, as in the process of

deformation the deformation degree increases. As such a function, it is possible to choose a monotoni-
cally increasing exponential function, which corresponds to the actual deformation processes (Fig. 1)

−~ ~
ε = ⋅ ε −~ ~

~ ~
~

At_
T

T
1 e .

A xx (9)

Deformation rate in this case

_
− −~~ε ~~

ε = =⋅ ε − ⋅− =ε⋅~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ (10)
At Atd T A

e
T T

e .

dt A Txx xx
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Using the above functions (8) and (9), graphs of changes in the degree (ε) and velocity (έ) of

deformation in time are plotted (Fig. 1). The initial data for the calculations are: the pause time (T) is

2.0 s; deformation rate (έ) is 0.002 s-1; the deformation time (t) varies from 0 to 6 seconds. These output

parameters correspond to the actual deformation processes (stamping or one press during forging).
These exponential dependencies correspond to the forging and stamping operations. In par-

ticular, with an increase in the degree of deformation, a hardening of the material and an increase

in the size of the deformation zone occur, which leads to an increase in the deformation force [15].
As a result, the deformation rate exponentially decreases [16].

Substituting the deformation rate

Substitutingthedeformationrate——(10)intothedesiredequation(8),let’sobtainthefol-

d

dt

ε
(10) into the desired equation (8), let’s obtain the fol-

lowing differential equation
Atd −σ σ

+ = ⋅ ε ⋅~ (11)Exx xx Te =dTeT"^re’'(13)

dt T xx

The resulting equation is solved by the variation method of a constant; for this, the homoge-
neous differential equation is firstconsidered

dσ σ
+ =

X X

dt T
0;

d dtσ σ
= −

σ
∫ XX

X

;

dt
ln = − ∫

C TT
,

so

t C .e
−∫

σ =

dt

( )X
T

To solve the inhomogeneous equation (8), let’s apply the method ofvariation by a constant,

replacing C with an unknown function φ(t), then

dt

TX
t t .e− ∫σ = φ (12)() ()

Differentiate (12) and obtain

d d (t)
.e e

dt dt T

−−∫∫
σ φ φ

= ⋅ − ⋅ (13)
dt dt

X
T T

After substitution (13) into equation (8)

d (t) (t) d
E .e e e

dt T T dt
− − −∫ ∫ ∫φ φ φ ε

⋅ − ⋅ + ⋅ = ⋅
dt dt dt

T T T

So,

d d
E

φ ε ∫= ⋅ ⋅ dt

.e
dt dt

T
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Integrating, let’s define

d
t E dt C .e

dt
∫ε

φ = ⋅ ⋅ +∫ (14)
dt

8= A 8xx( 1-et)and° xx= 0 T 1

After substitution (14) in (12) let’s obtain

d
t C E dt ,e e

dt
−

~ ~ε∫ ∫σ = + ⋅~ ~
~ ~~ ~

∫
t

dt dt
t t

Г -itA_t_r
T T

X 1t t0 0

t 0

where t0and t – the integration limits: t
0
– the beginning of the pause, and t – the end of the pause.

Assuming that

_ AtT −
ε = ⋅ ε − and 0

xx
0=σ(1 )e T

A
XX

let’s obtain

_
d Atε

~

ε
dt

−

=
XX

.e⋅ T

If t0 = 0, then

t C E dt .e e e
− −

~ ~
σ = +ε ⋅~ ~

~ ~
∫ ~
t

t At t

( ) T TT
X 1 XX

0

After appropriate transformations and using the initial condition
0

xx
0,=σ let’s obtain

C
T

= − ⋅ ε ⋅E
~

xx 1 A−

.

So,

T T
t E Ee e

1A 1 A

− −~ ~
σ = −⋅ ε ⋅ + ⋅ ε ⋅~ ~−−~ ~

~ ~

t t

( ) T TX XX XX
(1 A)

or

T
t E .ee

1 A

− −~ ~
σ= ⋅ ε ⋅

⋅
−

~ ~~ ~−

~

tA t

T T( )X XX

When А=1, one should reveal the uncertainty of the form
~ ~

~ ~
~ ~

0

0
and come to a particular case

of the solution. Let’s consider separately the case when А→1

−~ ~ ~~
= ⋅ε ⋅− =⋅ε⋅⋅==σ~~~~− −~~~~

− −T 0ee
E E Te elim lim

1A 1A0( )
tA t

~ ~
− −

T TXX XX XX
A1 A1

tA t

→ →

T T

(t t

( ))A 1 1e e
− − −

T T −

~ ~
=⋅ε ⋅⋅ = −∞−− →= ~ ~ − ~ ~

~ ~−−~ ~
~ ~

= ⋅ ε ⋅⋅ = ⋅ ε ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ε ⋅ ⋅

t
E T 1 A 1atA 1elim

1A T

t

( )A 1 (~
− −

XX )
A 1→

T

t
A 1e

tT
E T E T E telim

1A T

t
− ( )T

t t

T.e
− −~ ~ ~

TXX XX XX
A 1→

−
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Therefore, when А=1, let’s obtain

t

XX XX
E= ⋅ ε ⋅ ⋅σ ~ (15)

−

t T .e

Taking into account the above, with А=1, it is possible to simplify the functions describing
the degree and rate of deformation (10) to the form:

xx

T (1 e ),
−

ε = ⋅ ε ⋅ −~
t

T

xx

d
e .

dt

−ε
= ε ⋅

~

t

T

A mathematical procedure is carried out to solve the limit as А→1 does not change the ap-

pearance of the functions for describing degrees and deformation rates; they are similar to those

shown in Fig. 1. Analysis of the established model (15) allows to determine the results important
for materials science:

– the maximum stress affects the Young’s modulus at certain temperatures of deformation

and rate of deformation;
– the peak of the function (15) corresponds to the time equal to T=ν/E, that is, this is the

moment when the pause (metal unloading) comes, does not contradict the mechanics of the defor-

mation process. This time T can be calculated with a certain degree and rate of deformation, it is

the initial data for solving the problem.
In addition, this model allows to determine the viscosity ν of a material from relation (7)

through the product T∙E or by fitting. According to the known deformation time, rate and degree
of deformation, let’s change the Young’s modulus to match the values of the function (15) with the

experiment. Thus, taking into account the viscous properties of the body is reduced to establishing
the exact value of the Young’s modulus, depending on the temperature level.

The solution to this problem is not difficultwith a known material tensile diagram or in the

presence of a hardening curve for different temperatures. Also, to determine the Young’s modulus,
it is possible to use the reference literature. Young’s modulus with increasing temperature decreas-

es exponentially.
The obtained model does not exclude the determination of the Young’s modulus by the

method of selection to the coincidence of the obtained dependence with the hardening-softening
curve. Reducing the level of stress in the material after deformation (during a pause), according to

the obtained model, occurs exponentially, does not contradict the actual behavior of the material

after the load is removed. It does not require the specification of additional factors.

3. Results of experimental studies of steel rheology during hot deformation

To test the developed model of steel rheology during hot deformation, it is necessary to con-
duct experimental studies and compare them with the analytical model. In this case, it is necessary

to establish the mechanical properties of the material that is deformed. The main factors affecting
the mechanical properties of the material under study: temperature, degree and rate of deformation.

Investigated steel: 40Х, 9ХФ, ХВГ, 10Х16Н8. The temperature of steel samples varied in the range

from 800 to 1200 °C with steps of 100 °C. The deformation degree varies from 0 to 0.4, the defor-

mation rate in the range (2...6)×10–3s–1, covers the deformation and high-speed mode of technological
processes of forging and stamping. Experimental planning is carried out using type 33PFE plan. The

high-temperature mechanical properties of steels are studied jointly with Czestochowa University
of Technology (Poland) on the Gleeble 3800 unit for physical modeling of thermomechanical com-
pression and tension tests. After conducting experimental studies and processing the results obtained

using the experiment planning theory, the coefficients of the regression equations are determined,
which determine the dependence of the deformation resistance on the degree, deformation rate and

temperature. After exclusion ofnon-significant coefficients:

− 2 2

s 12323

222 22 22 22

123 12 23 13

σε ξ =(,, T) 38 38 X 18 X 46 X 21 X 29 X⋅ + ⋅+ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ +

39 X X X 26 X X 39 X X 19 X X+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ (16),
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where

X
ε −

1

0,1
=

dashedline, andthetheoreticalonesbythesolidline.

0,1

−ξ − ×
X

6 10 3

=

−2 3 ,

4 10×

T 1000
X .

200

−
=

3

For comparison and verification of the theoretical and experimental results, equations (15)
and (16) are used to construct the dependences of the deformation resistance during deformation

with a pause at hot pressure treatment temperatures (Fig. 2). The experimental data are shown by the

dashed line, and the theoretical ones by the solid line.

Graphically developed in the work dependence (15) is shown in Fig. 2as a function, has areas

ofhardening and relaxation of stresses (softening) when removing the load. Fig. 2shows experimen-
tal data of flow curves (curves 1 and 3) for various steels at a deformation rate 31 7 10s−−ε=×~ and

heating temperatures of 900 °C and 1000 °C, function (15) is shown by curves 2 and 4.

Comparison of the obtained theoretical data with the results of experiments shows their

qualitative and quantitative correspondence. In the areas of hardening and relaxation, the differ-

ence is 7...11 %.

4. Discussion of the results obtained using the developed model ofthe visco-elastic behavior of

steel at pressure treatmenttemperatures
The analysis of the obtained results makes it possible to establish that a developed rheological

model describes the physical processes occurring in hot-deformed steels – material hardening and

stress relaxation. Based on the developed mathematical model, it is found that the maximum stress is

determined by the Young’s modulus for certain temperaturesand material and deformation rate at the

acoustic time of deformation. The peak of the function corresponds to the time T=ν/E. The analytical
dependence asymptotically approaches the state when the stress is zero, and the experimental data
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2 – T=1000 °C (calculations); 3 – T=900 °C (experiment); 4 – T=900 °C (calculations)
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asymptotically approach a certain stress, which is the yield strength of the material. This difference

is explained by the fact that during the experimental study, the specimen remained under load after

deformation, due to the research method and the design of the cam plastometer. As a result, the stress

can’t be reduced to zero, since the load seems to act after the deformation process stops, so that it

is possible to set a change in relaxation in the material after deformation is stopped. The difference

between the experimental and calculated stress values at the relaxation site is the value of the yield
strength of the material at a given temperature. Taking into account in the resulting model the effect

of the load on the sample with a value equal to the yield strength of the material (σT), let’s obtain

the coincidence of dependencies with a deviation of 7...11 %. Thus, the reason for the discrepancy
between the experimental data and the theoretical values of hardening and softening is established,
which gives reason to consider the developed model to be reliable, since it describes the rheology of

the metal during hot deformation by 89...93 %.

In contrast to the existing methods for taking into account the mechanical properties ofa ma-

terial when FEM modeling, an analytical model is developed, which allows not to carry out iterative

procedures. A feature of the developed model of the connection component of the deformation rate

and stress during hot deformation is that it takes into account the mechanism ofstress relaxation in the

metal (alloy) after deformation. This opens up broad prospects for its use in FE modeling.
A limitation of this approach is the need to specify a Young’s modulus for a certain material

depending on temperature. This information is not enough in the literature today. Moreover, it is

advisable to check the resulting model on other metals and alloys.

5. Conclusions

1. Based on Maxwell’s viscoelastic rheological model, the relationship between the com-
ponents of deformation rates and stresses is established. This makes it possible to obtain a direct

numerical solution of nonlinear problems ofhot plastic deformation in the course of modeling by
the finite element method taking into account the real properties of the metal at high temperatures.
As a result of using the developed model of the material rheology during deformation in the hot

state in the calculation decreases by 4 times compared with the use of elastic and elastic-plastic
models ofmaterials used in commercial software products based on FEM. This is due to the excep-

tion of carrying out additional iterative procedures to establish the real resistance of the material

for certain thermo-speed deformation conditions. The developed model takes into account not only
the processes ofmaterial hardening during deformation, but also softening (stress relaxation) in the

pause after deformation.

2. Resistance to hot deformation and stress relaxation after deformation ofsteels at different

temperatures, degrees and deformation rates is experimentally established. Stress relaxation after

hot deformation is explained by recrystallization processes. The obtained results are compared
with theoretical data established on the basis of the developed model of material rheology during
hot deformation. It is experimentally proved that the developed model is 89...93 % describing the

steel rheology during hot deformation.
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Abstract

An increase in the volume of bulk cargo transportation through international transport corridors necessitates the commis-

sioning of tank containers. Intermodalization of a tank container predetermines its load in various operating conditions depending

on the type ofvehicle on which it is carried: aviation, sea, air or rail. The analysis of the operating conditions of tank containers, as

well as the regulatory documents governing their workload, led to the conclusion that the most dynamic loads acting on the support-

ing structures during transportationby rail. Namely, during the maneuvering collision of a wagon-platform, on which there are tank

containers. In this case, it is stipulated that for a loaded tank container, the dynamic load is assumed to be 4g, and for an empty (for

the purpose ofchecking the reinforcement) – 5g. It is important to note that when the tank container is underfilled with bulk cargo

and taking into account movements of fittings relative to fittings, the maximum value of dynamic load can reach significantly larger
values. Therefore, in order to ensure the strength of tank containers, an improvementof their structures has been proposed by intro-
ducing elastic-viscous bonds into the fittings.
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To determine the dynamic loading of the tank container, taking into account the improvement measures, mathemat-

ical models have been compiled, taking into account the presence of elastic, viscous and elastic-viscous bonds between the

fittings, stops and fittings. It is established that the elastic bond does not fully compensate for the dynamic loads acting on the

tank container. The results of mathematical modeling of dynamic loading, taking into account the presence of viscous and

elastic-viscous coupling in the fittings, made it possible to conclude that the maximum accelerations per tank container do not

exceed the normalized values.

The determination ofthe dynamic loading of the tank container is also carried out by computer simulation using the fi-

nite element method. The calculation takes place in the software package CosmosWorks. The maximum values of accelerations

are obtained, as well as their distribution fields relative to the supporting structure of the tank container.
The developed models are verified by the Fisher criterion. The research will contribute to the creation oftank containers

with improved technical, operational, as well as environmental characteristics and an increase in the efficiency of the liquid

cargo transportationprocess through international transport corridors.

Keywords: tank container, supporting structure, fittings, dynamic loading, maneuvering collisions.
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1. Introduction

Improving the efficiency of the transportation process through international transportcorri-

dors makes it necessary to introduce intermodal means into the transportprocess. It is known that

the most common among these are containers or tank containers. Transportation of containers can

be carried out by almost all types of transport - rail, road, air or sea. This results in the workload of

their structures under various operating conditions.

The study ofregulatory documents [1] on the loading of containers in operation led to the

conclusion that the greatest force on their design is carried out during carriage on flatcars, name-

ly during a maneuvering collision. It is important to note that the degree of dynamic loading of

containers in operation can reach significant values [2–5]. This is due not only to the action on the

wagon-platform with tank containers during a maneuvering impact load of 3.5 MN [6–8]. Also,
there may be a load arising from the impact of the tank-container fittings with the fittings by the

platform-wagon stops [9]. In addition, the movement ofbulk cargo in the tank container boiler also

causes additional force on the supporting structure [10]. All these factors can contribute to damage
to the structural elements of tank containers and wagons.

Therefore, to ensure the strength of tank containers, as well as reducing the cost of manu-

facture and operation, it is necessary to improve their supporting structures. It will also allow to

increase the efficiency of operation of tank containers and to develop recommendations for the

creation of new alternative designs with improved technical, economic and environmental char-

acteristics. The aim of research is analysis of the dynamic loading of the improved design of tank

containers under operating conditions of load.

To achieve the aim, the following objectives are set:

– to carry out mathematical modeling of the loading of the tank container placed on the

wagon-platform during a maneuvering collision;

– to conduct a computer simulation of the loading of the tank container placed on the wag-

on-platform during a maneuvering collision;

– to verify the proposed container loading models.

2. Mathematical modeling of the loading of the tank container placed on the wagon-platform

during a maneuvering collision

To reduce the dynamic loading of the tank container in operation, it is proposed to install

in the fittings (Fig. 1, a) elastic or viscous elements ( Fig. 1, b). The occurrence of a shock load be-

tween fittings and fitting stops can occur in the case when the dynamic load P d exceeds the friction

force F
f
between their horizontal planes.

To determine the dynamic loading of the tank container during a maneuvering collision,

taking into account improvement measures, a mathematical model (1) is compiled, which takes into
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account the movement of the tank container placed on the wagon-platform. The design scheme is

shown in Fig. 2.

The wagon-platform model 13-4012M was chosen as the prototype wagon. Investigations
were carried out in relation to a tank container of size 1CC.

The model takes into account the dry friction force that occurs when moving the fittings of

tank containers relative to the horizontal planes of fitting stops and the elastic bond between fittings
stops and fittings [11, 12]. The study of the dynamic loading of the tank container was carried out in

a flat coordinate system. The movement of the bulk cargo was described by a set of mathematical

pendulums.
As a bulk cargo gasoline is accepted. Determination of the hydrodynamic characteristics of

the bulk cargo was carried out taking into account 95 % of the loading of the boiler in bulk. In this

case, the value MP=6.6 t and IBC=250 t∙m2 was obtained.

The solution of the mathematical model (1) is implemented in the MathCad software envi-

ronment [13]. At the same time, it was reduced to the normal Cauchy form y(t) Q(t, y).=~ Where

q1=y1; q2=y2
~

; 13 q y;=
~

2 4q y.=■ M t -q 2 = X( F fSign(q 1-q 2 ) + S f -(q 1-q 2 ) + M p -l-q 3 ), (1)

The solution of the system of differential equations (1) in normal form was carried out by

integrating according to the Runge-Kutta method. The initial conditions are assumed to be zero.

~ n

gw

PC 1 ( )∑~~~
М q Р F sign(q q ) S(q q) ,

~~ ~ ~

⋅ =
lf

n

− ⋅ − + −

f 12 f12

і 1=

)~~~ ∑(М q F sign(q q ) S (q q ) М l q ,
⋅

~~ ~ ~

t
+ ⋅ − + ⋅⋅=

2

і 1=

⋅ −

~~

f 12 f 12 p 3

⋅ = ⋅⋅ − ⋅ ⋅⋅I q M l q g M lq ,
~~ ~~

BC 3 p 2 p 3

(1)
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Fig. 1. Improved design of container fittings: a – elastic bond; b – viscousbond;
1 – fittings; 2 – elastic (a), viscous (b) element

Fig. 2. Diagram of the action of the longitudinal force on the wagon-platform with tank

containers placed on it
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where МPCgw– gross weight ofwagon-platform; Рlf– the value of the longitudinal force acting on the

coupler; Ff– friction force between fittings stops and fittings; Мt – tank container mass; Sf– stiff-

ness of elastic elements in tank container fittings; М
P

– the mass of a pendulum that simulates the

movement of a bulk cargo in a tank container; l – the length of the pendulum suspension; IBC– the

moment ofpendulum inertia; q1, q2, q3– coordinates that determine the movement, respectively, of

the wagon-platform, tank container and bulk cargo relative to the longitudinal axis.

The transition from the system of differential equations of the second order (1) to the system
of differential equations of the first order (2) was carried out to apply standard algorithms for solv-

ing the system in Mathcad:

y5
Уб

~ ~у

~~~~~~~~
~~

−

4

у 5

n

у6

andfinalintegrationvariables,n-afixednumberofsteps,Qasymbolvector.∑designofthetankcontainerplacedonthewagon-platformduringa maneuveringcollision(Fig. 3).Р F sign(у у ) S(у у )⋅− + −~ ~lf f 4 5 f 1 2
і 1~~

= ~ ~=

gw
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МQ t, y ,
~~
~~⋅−

n

( ⋅ − + ⋅⋅∑ F sign(y y ) S (y y ) M l y+ )f 45 f12 p 3
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⋅
−

⋅ ⋅ ⋅і 1=

М

М l у g М l y

І

t

~

p 5 p 3

~~~~BC

(2)

Z rkfixed (Y0, tn, tk, n, Q),=

where Y0 – a vector containing the initial conditions, tn, tk – the quantities that define the initial

and final integration variables, n – a fixed number of steps, Q – a symbol vector.

Based on the calculations made, the acceleration is obtained, which act on the improved
design of the tank container placed on the wagon-platform during a maneuvering collision (Fig. 3).
This acceleration value was about 50 m/s2(≈5g), that is, it exceeds the allowable value [1].

The total stiffness of the elastic elements per tank container was in the range of 420–
530 kN/m.

To reduce the dynamic loading of the tank container placed on the wagon-platform

during a maneuvering collision, a variant of the execution of fittings with viscous bonds was

also considered.

A mathematical model of the dynamic loading of a tank container during a maneuvering
collision with regard to the presence of a viscous bond in the fittings is given below.
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The acceleration acting on a tank container with viscous bonds in the fittings placed on the

wagon-platform during a maneuvering collision is shown in Fig. 4. When the value of viscous re-
sistance in the tank container fittings is inflicted, the acceleration is about 40 m/s2(≈4g) and does

not exceed the normalized value [1].
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Z rkfixed (Y0, tn, tk, n, Q).=

In this case, the total viscous resistance to the movement of one tank container should be in

the range of 9–54 kN s/m.

The case of elastic-viscous bond between fittings and fittings stops is also considered. The

mathematical model will look like this:

~
⋅= − ⋅ − + − +β −~~~
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wagon-platform during a maneuvering collision
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The solution ofequation (5) was sought in the form:
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The acceleration acting on the tank container, taking into account the elastic-viscous bond

in the fittings, is shown in Fig. 5.

The stiffness of the elastic element is assumed to be 480 kN/m and the viscous resistance

coefficient is 30 kN∙s/m. The maximum acceleration value is about 40 m/s2(≈4g) and does not

exceed the normalized value [1].

3. The research results of the loading of the tank container placed on the wagon-platform

during a maneuvering collision

3.1. Computer simulation of the loading of the tank container placed on the wag-

on-platform during a maneuvering collision

To study the dynamic loading of a tank container with regard to improvement measures,

computer simulation was carried out using the finite element method [14, 15] implemented in the

CosmosWorks software package (France) [16, 17].
The model for determining the dynamic loading of a wagon-platform with tank contain-

ers during a maneuvering collision is shown in Fig. 6. The model takes into account that the

tank container fittings are affected by the horizontal load Рh, due to the impact of the Pfshock
load on the vertical surface of the rear stop of the automatic coupling. Also taken into account

are vertical reactions in the supporting areas of the fittings on the fitting stops Ph. It is taken

into account that the tank container is affected by pressure from the bulk cargo RBC. On the

tank bottom, pressure R b is applied, due to a longitudinal impact on the rear stop of the auto-
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Fig. 5. Acceleration acting on a tank Container with viscous and elastic bond in fittings, placed on

a wagon-platform during a maneuvering collision
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matic coupling of the wagon-platform and movement of the fittings relative to the fitting stops.

Fixing the tank Container was carried out in the areas of its support on the wagon-platform. It

is taken into account that when a dynamic load is applied to the fittings, it is moved relative

to the initial position by 30 mm. In the tank Container fittings were installed elastic elements,
hardness 420 kN/m.

Steel grade 09G2S with the corresponding numerical values of strength and yield strength
was used as a construction material [18–20]. The calculation results are shown in Fig. 7.

When modeling the dynamic loading of a tank container, taking into account the presence in

the fittings of a viscous bond, the total viscousresistance to movement of one tank container should

be in the range of 9–54 kN∙s/m.

The results of modeling the dynamic loading of the tank container, taking into account the

viscous bond between the fittings and the fitting stops, made it possible to conclude that the maxi-
mum accelerations acting on the supporting structure of the tank container are 41.4 m/s2

.

So, the maximum accelerations acting on the tank container, taking into account the elastic

bond between the fittings and fitting stops do not exceed the permissible [1].
On the basis of the compiled strength model, the values of the criticaloscillation frequencies

of the tank container were determined (Table 1).
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Fig. 6. Model for determining the dynamic loading of a wagon-platform with tank containers

during a maneuvering collision

Fig. 7. Distribution of accelerations, operating a wagon-platform with tank containers during
a maneuvering collision
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The research results show that the values of the critical oscillation frequencies are within the

allowable limits [18–20].

3. 2. Verification of loading models of containers placed on a wagon-platform during a

maneuvering collision

In order to verify the developed models, the F-criterion was applied [21, 22]. The input
parameter of the mathematical and computer model of the dynamic loading of the container is the

impact force in the automatic coupling of the wagon-platform, and the output parameter is the ac-

celeration acting on the tank container placed on the wagon-platform (Table 2).
The required number of static data was recognized by Student’s criterion [23].
When the value of the mathematical expectation is 33.6, the variance is 31.7, the standard de-

viation is 5.63, it has been established that the optimal number ofmeasurements is 6 and the number

of measurements made is sufficient to obtain a reliable assessment of the results.

The calculation results show that for the case of viscous interaction of fittings from fittings
with dispersion of reproducibility S

y
=6.5 and dispersion of adequacy S

ad2
=8.4, the actual value of

the F-criterion F
r
=1.3, which is less than the table value of the criterion F t =3, 07 So the hypothesis

about the adequacy of the developed model is not disputed.
The discrepancy between the results ofmathematical and computer modeling of the dynam-

ic loading of the tank container is shown in Fig. 8.

At the same time, the maximum value of the discrepancy is 10.4 % with the impact force at

the automatic coupling of the wagon-platform 3.4 MN, and the smallest – about 9.3 %, respectively,
with 2.8 MN.
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Table 2

The results of modeling the dynamic loadingof the tank container

Table 1

Numerical values of the critical oscillation frequencies of the tank container ofan improved design
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Oscillation form Frequency, rad/s Frequency, Hz

1 52.25 8.32

2 53.65 8.53

3 57.18 9.1

4 145.6 23.17

5 146.81 23.37

6 150.07 23.88

7 202.65 32.25

8 221.87 35.31

9 278.06 44.25

10 286.44 45.6

Impact force, MN 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5

Mathematical model 30 31 32.1 33 34.2 35.2 36 37.4

Computer model 33.1 34.2 35.5 36.7 37.9 39 40.2 41.4



4. Discussion of the results of the improvement of the supporting structuresoftank containers

to reduce the dynamic loading in operation
Measures to improve the supporting structures of tank containers to reduce their dynamic

loading in operating conditions are proposed. The reduction ofdynamic loads is achieved by intro-

ducing viscous or elastic-viscous bonds into the tank container fittings.
The peculiarity of the conducted research is that, in contrast to the known solutions, the

reduction of the dynamic loading of the tank container is achieved by introducing viscous and

elastic-viscous bonds into the design of fittings, rather than by improving the metal structure itself.

It is important to note that in modeling the dynamic loading of a tank container placed on

a wagon-platform, it was assumed that there was no oscillation by galloping. That is, the design
scheme takes into account only the translational movement of the tank container relative to the

longitudinal axis (the equivalent of twitching oscillations in the dynamics of the cars). In addition,
the possible eccentricity of the body of the automatic coupling when the impact of shock load on

the wagon-platform is not taken into account.

In further studies in this direction, it is necessary to take into account these limitations in

order to obtain a more accurate estimate of the dynamic loading of the tank container.

Also an important stage of this research is the experimental determination of the dynamic

loading of the tank container of an improved design. Due to the complexity of carrying out a full-

scale experiment at the primary stage, it is possible to use the method of similarity theory.

5. Conclusions

A simulation of the loading of the tank container placed on the wagon-platform during a

maneuvering collision is carried out. The maximum values of the accelerations acting on the tank

container taking into account the improvement measures are determined. It is established that the

presence ofelastic coupling in the container fittings does not fully compensate for the magnitude of

the dynamic load acting on the tank container placed on the wagon-platform during a maneuvering
collision. In the presence of a viscous bond in the fittings, the maximum accelerations are about

40 m/s2(≈4 g), that is, do not exceed the allowable values. In this case, the total viscous resistance

to the movement of one tank container should be in the range of 9–54 kN∙s/m.

The case of elastic-viscous bond between fittings and fitting stops is also considered. It is

established that with a stiffness of an elastic element of480 kN/m and a coefficient of viscous re-
sistance of 30 kN s/m, the maximum acceleration value is about 40 m/s2(≈4g) and does not exceed

the normalized value.

A computer simulation of the loading of the tank container placed on the wagon-platform

during a maneuvering collision is carried out. It is established that the maximum accelerations act-

ing onthe supporting structure of the tank container are 41.4 m/s2 and are concentrated in the frame

from the cantilever parts of the wagon-platform. The critical oscillation frequency of the tank

container is determined. The numerical values of the frequencies do not exceed the permissible.
The proposed tank container loading models are verified. F-criterion are used as a calculat-

ed. The optimal number ofmeasurements is determined and the dispersion of adequacy and repro-
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Fig. 8. The discrepancybetween the results ofmathematical and Computer modeling
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ducibility iscalculated. The research results show that the hypothesis of adequacy does not deviate.

In this case, the calculated value of the criterion below the table is almost 60 %.
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